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The purpose of this study was to improve processes of Kela’s international child benefit 
with Lean tools. The idea was to reduce and eliminate the parts form the process that 
brought no additional value to the customer and to simplify the process in order to make it 
more efficient and fluent and to reduce the lead time.  
 
The theoretical part of the thesis consists about process development and process man-
agement as one would need to understand the function of processes since they play a 
much centred role in this study. In addition the theoretical framework discusses about the 
lean method and lean leading as a tool for improving efficiency in the process. Furthermore 
change management is being issued as developing processes and implementing lean re-
quires a perspective of this. 
 
The empirical part of the study was conducted as an action research with using sequential, 
multiphase design, mixed method research. The data collection consisted of multiple 
phases of data collection and analysis. First there was a quantitative questionnaire where 
data of the problem points in the process was gathered, after this a Kaizen workshop was 
held where primary qualitative data was collected in in-depth investigations, and finally a 
second quantitative questionnaire with the aim of assessing the successfulness of the 
study.  
 
As a result of first questionnaire and the workshop we found out many problem points that 
were seen as slowing down the process or preventing fluent application processing and 
also cooperation matters that needed improving. Consequently many of these issues were 
changed and several obstacles removed. When assessing the successfulness of the study 
with the second questionnaire, most of the respondents felt that their work had become 
more fluent and all respondents felt that the process development with lean was beneficial. 
 
Some problem points and development suggestions are still under progress and there is 
an aim to thrive for continuous improvement. In addition there has been discussions about 
doing similar process improvement project also to other benefits.  
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At the current economic situation the pressure of improving efficiency has reached all sec-
tors of the economy and forced all organizations to critically evaluate their functions. 
There is a need to be more efficient with less costs, to make more with less personnel and 
with less resources but still maintain a certain quality. In addition to the private operators, 
the same concern applies also for the public operators; the government and other govern-
ment agencies and public bodies even though purpose of the business is different from 
those operating in the private sector.  As the private operators primarily seek profit form 
their operations, public operators are usually non-profit and only seek to operate with as 
minimum expenses as possible.  
 
The necessity of efficiency improvement have made organizations to seek a solutions 
from different ways such as process improvement and Lean thinking. Even though the 
foundation of Lean thinking is in Toyota’s automotive industry it can be applied also to 
other kinds of industries as well. The core idea of Lean is to create more value to the cus-
tomers with less resources by minimizing all the waste from the processes, the work that 
is not absolutely necessary and as a result create a better profitability for the organization. 
In addition, as processes are also the very core of organizations as well as the base of 
Lean management, process improvement is crucial when developing businesses and en-
hancing performance. By understanding the processes and why certain things are done, 
the organization is able to understand its own operations in a better way and to see all ac-
tivities as a network of value creating processes and to improve those stages that might 
need improvement in order to gain better profitability. (Laamanen and Tinnilä, 2009, 47, 
52; Lean Enterprise Institute, 2016) 
 
Kansaneläkelaitos, later referred as Kela, the Finnish social security institution that man-
ages the social security matters of those who live in Finland and abroad, as a public oper-
ator in Finland has received its share of these pressures of improved efficiency and some 
changes needs to be done. Even though no termination of employment as a result of the 
economic situation has yet happened, the pressure for more efficient and productive or-
ganization is existing due to the fact that more and more needs to be done with less per-
sonnel as new employees might not be hired in the place of the retired or resigned em-
ployees. In addition, even though the pressure of the improved efficiency is high the qual-
ity also needs to either stay the same or even improve, as the requirements of the cus-
tomers and society rises. Furthermore Kela’s strategy strives for best service and im-
proved quality, which is a part of the vision and strategy for the future years. (Kela, 2016c) 
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1.1 Research Problem, Goals and Objectives 
In recent times the workload in international child benefit (kansainvälinen lapsilisä in Finn-
ish) has been overcrowded and therefore the processing time of these applications has 
been prolonged. The main goal of the study was to find out what are the main problems in 
existing processes of international child benefit in Kela and how can the processes be op-
timized and the lead time reduced to meet the expectations of the tightened situation. The 
goal was to improve the lead time and through unification of the working methods improve 
the productivity of these teams involved into the study, and thus making the operations 
more profitable. Lead time is the time taken between the initiation of first activities and car-
rying out the finished product to the customer; in this work it means the time taken be-
tween a customer’s application arrives to Kela until the customer gets his/hers decision of 
the benefit. In the beginning of the study the lead time in international child benefit was ex-
tremely high and it exceeded the requirements/expectations set for it and therefore there 
was definitely a need of lead time reduction and process optimization. 
 
The study aims to find out the problems and obstacles within the processes and working 
methods of the teams that handle international benefits in Kela in order to improve the 
processes and reduce lead time. Consequently, the current traditions, problem points and 
development needs were figured out and recommendations for the future were made. As 
a result of these changes the aim was that the customers will receive their decisions much 
faster and in a better quality. Improved quality and improved lead time will also result as 
lower level of complaints from the customers and lesser incorrect decisions that have ear-
lier on employed a lot of the workers. 
 
As a part of Kela's Stategy for 2015-2018, which consists of three segments, as one seg-
ment Kela aims for improving the customer experience, enforcing trust and improving the 
quality and efficiency of the customer process.  In addition, as for strategic goals process 
development into a more efficient and economically responsible as well as more customer 
oriented is mentioned. Therefore the study fully supports Kela’s strategic aspirations for 
the future and present. (Kela, 2016c) 
 
In the starting situation the lead time of international child benefit applications was approx-
imately 82 days (cumulative average during April – September 2015). As a short term goal 
for the study, to be valuated six months after the beginning of the project, lead time goal of 
70 days was set. In addition, a long term goal, to be reached in the next few years, of 50 





1. How to improve processes in international child benefit application processing? 
 
1.1. What are the major problems and obstacles in the processes resulting that the 
lead time in the international child benefit is so long? 
 
1.2. How & with what kinds of solutions and development suggestions the case-organ-
ization can reduce the lead time? 
 
1.3. Will the law, other institutions and the information systems be obstacles for the 
development of the processes? Will the employees accept the improvement sug-
gestions into their working methods easily? 
1.2 Structure of the study  
The study started and continued throughout the study with getting familiar with the relative 
literature about process management and development, Lean method and change man-
agement. The study started in October 2015 and continued up to May 2016. However it is 
still ongoing as many of those development suggestions that rose through this study are 
still unfinished and the process of continuous improvement is never-ending. 
 
The study consisted of two questionnaires and a workshop, the questionnaires can be 
found in appendices 2 and 10. The aim of the fist questionnaire was to involve everyone 
and to gather development suggestions and problem points for further development, the 
results were also utilized in the workshop. After the first questionnaire a Kaizen workshop 
was held. Only part of the employees could participate into the workshop where there 
were several assignments and discussions concerning the current process and the de-
sired stage of the process that would be aimed to. As a result of the workshop an ideal 
process was drafted and a list of development suggestions gathered. 
 
After the workshop the implementation of the changes and development suggestions 
started during which all employees were kept informed about what is happening. In the 
end of the study a 2nd questionnaire was implemented in the aim to review the opinions of 
the employees of how the development project has went in their point of view and if it has 
been helpful. In the future the purpose is to continue the development continuously and 
encourage the employees to bring out development suggestions or problem points when-




2 Case organization; Kela 
Kansaneläkelaitos (Kela), the Finnish social security institution, manages the social secu-
rity matters of those who live in Finland and abroad and have the Finnish social security 
coverage.  Kela operates under the supervision of the Finnish Parliament and the content 
of the social security is determined in the legislation. The Finnish social security consist of 
wide range of benefits for different kind of situations in life that the people might need, 
such as benefits for the small children and their parents, unemployment, sickness, pen-
sioners, etc. Among the others things Kela has the function to do research, statistical work 
and reporting on social security matters. (Kela, 2016a) 
 
This study focuses on Kela's Centre for International Affairs as all international aspect 
benefits and their processing has been centred there. More specifically the study focuses 
on improving the processes and unifying the working methods within the teams that han-
dles family benefits that have international aspect. In the beginning of the study these 
teams consisted of 19 employees plus the two team leaders that run the teams. The re-
searcher has been working as a team leader in the other team since 2014. The teams 
handle applications and matters of international aspect in child benefit, child home care 
allowance and private day care allowance as well as all parental allowances. This study 
focuses on international child benefit as it is the biggest one in volume wise of the previ-
ously mentioned.  Additionally, at the beginning of the study, there was 10 employees 
from other teams in Kela’s Centre for International Affairs that handled international child 
benefits as a part of their job. 
 
Kela’s Centre for International Affairs was established in January 2014, before this there 
were twelve international units that processed international matters in Kela. International 
child benefit processing time was long before the establishment of Kela’s Centre for Inter-
national Affairs but after the establishment the situation was fully realized as all the work 
was moved into same work queue. In order to dissolve the backlog a lot has been done 
since January 2014 and the situation has been improved significantly. However, a lot of 
improvement is still required in order for the lead time to be acceptable and reasonable for 
the customers.  
2.1.1 International child benefit 
Kela pays child allowance for each child living in Finland under the age of 17. In some 
cases, child benefit may also be paid for children living abroad. Child benefit is paid to the 
parent with whom the child lives. The amount of the benefit depends of the number of the 
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children in the family (same household). Kela also pays single parent supplement for 
those parents taking care of their child alone. (Kela, 2016b) 
 
Those cases where the family is moving to or from Finland or part of the family is living or 
working outside of Finland are being handled in Kela’s Centre for International Affairs. In 
these cases it might be necessary to apply EU-laws or other international laws and possi-
bly contacting other foreign institutions and therefore they require the skills of the special 
unit and are being centred into Kela’s Centre for International affairs. 
2.1.2 International child benefit process 
All benefits processes in Kela follow similar process stages that are common to all bene-
fits. These stages are represented in figure 1. In the process charts there are different 
roles for those that operate in the process, these roles are; service advisor, mail han-
dler/scanner/indexer, benefits handler and expert. This study focuses into mainly into the 
process that is operated by the benefits handler, however the study bypasses also the 
roles of the others. (Kela, 2016d) 
 
 




In addition to the common process stages, each benefit has its own process descriptions 
that however follow the common form. Moreover there are usually numerous other pro-
cesses that bypass the process in question and needs to be followed on the side. In inter-
national child benefit there are two main processes to follow, the basic process of child 
benefit and the common process of all international family benefits. (Kela, 2016d; Kela, 
2016e) 
 
In the beginning of the process the documents are being scanned in indexed into Kela’s 
own information system, OIWA. OIWA (Own Integrated Work Area) is Kela’s own infor-
mation system that is designed for customer service and for benefit processing. It gives 
the benefit handlers the ability have a general impression of the customer’s situation 
quickly. In OIWA, there are separate work queues for each benefit and the documents af-
ter scanning are listed into these work queues. If the customer has left the application 
through Kela’s E-service, the documents are listed directly without the process participa-
tion of the scanner/indexer. (Kela, 2016e; Kela, 2016f) 
 
As the benefits handler starts the process, he/she picks the work from the queue as it has 
been stated in the work shifts. The benefits handler starts to get to know into the custom-
ers overall situation in OIWA by looking through the family information, cohabiting part-
ners, belonging to Finnish social security, other applications and benefits, contacts and 
looking through the application. After this he/she checks that all necessary documents and 
contacts are attached to the case.  Hereafter the necessary information e.g. bank account 
number and the correct date of arrival is registered (not if it has arrive through E-service) 
into CICS, an information system where the actual decision is being made. CICS (Cus-
tomer Information Control System) is an online transaction management system by IBM 
that is used in Kela together with OIWA for benefits processing. (Kela, 2016e; Kela, 2016f) 
 
In case the benefits handler notices that additional information from the customer is re-
quired, the customer is contacted (primarily via phone) and the additional information is 
requested. The additional information is always requested until a due date and the infor-
mation is documented into the comment box of OIWA. Also a letter or message through 
the E-service can be used. For the letters, there are various letter-templates that can be 
used with formatting, designed to different situations. If the benefits handler is unable to 
do anything else on the matter, the case is being left waiting into the work queue. In addi-
tion, if the benefits handler notices that the person is not covered by the Finnish social se-
curity system, and there is an application pending or it’s not yet been submitted, the child 
benefits application needs to be left waiting during the process of the Finnish social secu-




In international child benefit the next step is usually to apply for a short personal identifica-
tion number, if the necessary information for it is present. In the cases e.g. where a per-
son does not live in Finland but is needed in the decision process (most often a child of a 
Finnish worker living in another EU-country) if they don’t have an actual Finnish social se-
curity number a short personal identification number (just to be used inside Kela only) 
needs to applied. (Kela, 2016e) 
 
Next in majority of international child benefit cases a request for information is sent to the 
competent EU Member State institution with an SED-form and the case is being left to 
wait for a response. SED-forms are Structured Electronic Documents that has been de-
signed for communication of data between institutions within the EU region which will be 
done through EESSI-system (currently still the documents are being used in paper form 
before the electronic system is being established properly). Depending of an EU Member 
State in question, but on average getting the responses to a SED-form takes several 
months.  (Kela, 2016e; European commission, 2016) 
 
The SED-form is sent usually in cases where part of the family lives in another EU-country 
and there is a need to confirm the family relationships, ask for additional information and 
to find out which country ought to pay the family benefits in full amount and which as a 
supplementary benefit. The primary and secondary payers (the one who pays supplement 
benefit) needs to be solved according to the Regulation No 883/2004 of the European 
Parliament and the council on the coordination of social security systems (EY). Supple-
ment benefit is paid in cases if those benefit that are paid form the secondary country are 
bigger than those of the primary country, the amount of the supplement is the difference 
between these two benefits. (Kela, 2014) 
 
As the cases vary a lot and some might be very challenging, consultation of more experi-
enced co-workers or even lawyers might be needed. After all needed information is re-
ceived, the application can be resolved and a decision can be given. The benefits handler 
uses all information that is available in Kela and prepares and resolves the case with the 
help of decision templates and phrases that are premade for various occasions. After this 
the case is provided with sufficient commenting and the necessity for secondary meas-
ured/effects to other benefits needs to be checked. (Kela, 2016e) 
2.2 Previous Lean projects in Kela 
There have been few previous Lean projects in Kela and in Kela’s Centre for International 
Affairs. One lean project was done with the help of a consulting company in the end of 
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2014 and it was done in a team that handle Finnish social security coverage. In addition 
Lean has been implemented through observations of the work into one customer service 
unit in 2015 and into international pension teams in 2014 in Kela’s Centre for International 
Affairs. The observations were done by the process owners.  
 
The results of the lean projects have been good and there has been many improvements 
that have been implemented as a result of these projects. In addition, some improvements 
into cooperation between the different teams and units have been established and shared. 
However, this Lean development project that has been implemented into international 
child benefit has been by far the most intensive and more thorough than the others and 








3 Literature review  
The theoretical framework of the study discusses process development and process man-
agement as one would need to understand the function of processes since they play a 
much centred role in this study. In addition the theoretical framework discusses about the 
lean method and lean leading as a tool for improving efficiency in the process. Further-
more change management is being issued as developing processes and implementing 
lean requires a perspective of this.  
3.1 Processes  
Laamanen and Tinnilä (2009, 108, 116-121.) describe processes as logically connected 
activities that lead into the ultimate goal of transforming the inputs (material or information) 
into the outputs (the product or service delivered to the customer). Processes are all about 
the ability of the organization to understand its own operations and profitability. The core 
idea of the process-oriented thinking is to create value to the customer through the chain 
of activities called a process, process-oriented thinking is that processes always start and 
end to the customer. Another principle is that processes always start with some sort of 
planning and end with evaluation, of which purpose is to encourage the continuous devel-
opment of the processes. (Laamanen & Tinnilä 2009, 41, 52.; Virtanen & Wennberg 2007, 
116.; Laamanen, 2004, 52-53). 
 
According to Kela’s process handbook (Kela, 2013), in Kela the processes often include 
Kela’s own employees form different units but also often operators and cooperation part-
ners outside Kela. In addition the processes in Kela fulfil the following criteria: 
 A process is all those repeated actions that we do to serve customers both inside 
and outside the organization 
 The processes cross organizational boundaries and are usually independent of or-
ganizational structures 
 A process always has a customer that receives a service or product 
 A process starts with a customer need and ends into fulfilling that need 
 In process thinking one is interested in how the work is being done 
 A process is an ensemble of a combination of connected activities and chores 
(Kela, 2013) 
 
Processes are often divided into core processes and support processes but in some occa-
sions also some other definitions are being presented. Core processes are functions that 
support the core functions within the organization, the functions that are essential for its 
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operations and add primary value to the customer and are the reason why the organiza-
tion exists. Support processes are functions that exists for the reason to support and ena-
ble the core processes. Support processes are important but no organization solely exists 
just to perform supportive processes. (Virtanen & Wennberg 2007, 118.) 
 
Process owner is a person or a team responsible of the development, function and results 
of the process. They are responsible e.g. of the planning process, work methods, infor-
mation systems, developing the process to improve efficiency, measurement and report-
ing. The goal of the process owner is to create a process with first class performance abil-
ity. Process owner is also responsible of the constant development and improvement of 
the process. (Laamanen & Tinnilä 2009, 127) 
3.1.1 Process-oriented thinking 
The aim of process development in this study is to detect whether or not the employees 
are following the current processes but also to detect if there are problems within the cur-
rent processes or ways of working that causes delays. 
 
The roots of process-oriented thinking are deep in the history of the organizations, yet it 
has been described as process-oriented thinking only in the proximate past. As for the 
public sector the process-oriented thinking came in the 1980’s and 1990’s as the way of 
thinking rooted into management and development activities. Nevertheless in public sec-
tor the process thinking differs slightly from the private sector as the public sector’s pro-
cess-oriented thinking is directly connected into the government’s performance require-
ments particularly with regard on social impact. (Virtanen & Wennberg 2007, 64-65) 
 
In Kela there has been systematic improvement of processes and quality since the early 
21st century and Kela’s board of directors approved in fall 2010 the policies of moving into 
process-oriented thinking. Processes are the core building blocks of Kela’s operations and 
structure of development into which the requirements of operations as well as the support 
means in practice can be drawn to. The aim of process management in Kela is to lead the 
operations as a whole and to diminish the downsides of only partial optimization, to unify 
the quality of services in the whole country and reduce overlapping work as well as 
change attitudes into more cooperative nature according to Kela’s values. Kela aims to 
give the best service within the public sector which gives the course to constant and deter-
mined process improvement that requires cooperation and dialogue that questions the 





According to Laamanen (2004, 49.) there are some differences in an organization that has 
adopted the process- oriented thinking (process centred organization) as compared to an 
organization centred organization (functional). These differences are being presented in 
table 1 in an extreme sense. 
 
Table 1. Differences within the thinking, modified from Laamanen (2004, 49.) 
 
 
In process-oriented thinking all organizational activities are seen as processes and play 
their own part in developing the quality. Before managing the organization through pro-
cesses, all parts of the process must be recognized, described and the process owners 
must be named. The performance and efficiency of the processes are being measured 
and through this constant development and improvement is being done. Describing of the 
process is important and as an American economist William Edwards Deming once put it 
in words; “If you can't describe what you are doing as a process, you don't know what 
you're doing.”. (Virtanen & Wennberg 2007, 114-116; Lecklin & Laine, 2009, 40.) 
 
The purpose of processes is to change the resources into activities that support the strat-
egy, to make the best possible solution and structure in terms of societal objectives. Pro-
cesses set the goal and requirements for the organization’s resources; what kind or 
knowledge, premises and information technology is required for he processes to function. 
The cycle of process management and process development is described in figure 2. (Vir-





Figure 2: Process development prism, modified from Virtanen & Wennberg (2007, 115.) 
3.1.2 Process Management 
In the background of process management lies a very fundamental question of how can 
the organization create value to the customer. Process management is not just defining 
and describing the processes, even though this is something that very often happens 
when the core idea of the process management is lost. However, process management 
do require defined process descriptions because they are important tools for idea clarifica-
tion, documentation and communication. In process management the aim is to identify the 
processes (also those that exceed the traditional organizational boundaries) and reform 
them so that the tasks are performed in a logical order in a more linear way with the inten-
tion of all the pointless phases being deleted, the activities that does not bring any value 
to the customer. Process management focuses mainly into action and the goal is to im-
prove the efficiency of the organization by improving quality. (Laamanen & Tinnilä 2009, 
10-15; Virtanen & Wennberg 2007, 113-114) 
 
As mentioned, process descriptions and charts are important, even though they are not 
the sole meaning of process management. The descriptions and charts of the process are 
tools for management to control, evaluate and develop the functions. In the descriptions 
all actions, both core functions and support functions are being defined as well as the 
cross dimensional connections and hierarchy of the functions. By making the process visi-
ble and as illustrative as possible, it helps the personnel to understand their role within the 
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process and gives the ability to control their part of the process as the process manage-
ment is based on facts and instead of assumptions. Process management and process 
development always requires the knowledge of the current process. (Laamanen & Tinnilä 
2009, 10-15; Virtanen & Wennberg 2007, 121-124) 
3.1.3 Process development 
Laamanen (2004, 39, 45.) describes that processes are the structure of development 
within the organizations and offer a common thread to which all the demands and support 
structures can be indicated. In order to develop the process, one must be familiar with the 
process, otherwise one would not have a clue of the matters that in fact should be devel-
oped and needed change.  
 
As in all development but especially in process development, it is crucial that all who are 
part of the development understand what the development is about and what the goals of 
the development project are. In process development there must always be goals, other-
wise it is relatively impossible, even though some organizations still go through it without 
goals. Goals are usually a combination of performance and results. Usually a good goal 
contains the following elements; the goals are represented with numbers, there is a com-
ponent of measure and the goal is time bounded. If the goal lacks some of these elements 
it is possible that it is not a goal but rather a direction, wish or ambition. In addition to the 
previously mentioned good goal is also expressed in a positive way, it has been set by the 
group itself, it has been written down, it is challenging but achievable, it is appropriately far 
in the future (6 months is a good distance to expect concrete changes) and the goal is ac-
cepted by the group and the rest of the organization. (Laamanen, 2004, 202-203; Virtanen 
& Wennberg 2007, 93.) 
 
Process development often start with analysing the process, choosing the style of imple-
mentation and making the development plan. The plan can contain the goals of the devel-
opment project, new process chart, timetable and responsibilities, resources and other set 
demands. In process development the commonly used form is Deming’s quality circle 
“Plan-Do-Check-Act”, also known as PDCA circle (Figure 3). It is a systematic set of steps 
that guide to continual improvement of the process. The PDCA starts with planning not 
with knowledge or experience. The planning stage is wide as it is not only the developing 
the plan but also analysing the problem, identifying the goal or the purpose of the develop-
ment, brainstorming the solution, evaluating the ideas and putting the plan into action. The 
next steps is the do-step, where the plan is implemented and after that comes the check -
step where made changes are being measured and evaluated, this is where the learning 
also happens as the problems, progress and success is being issued. The act-step closes 
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the circle where the needed changes from the check-step are being realized and imple-
mented. In addition there is necessary to reassess the results and think about the things 
learned during the process. These four steps are repeated over and over again as part of 
everlasting cycle of continual improvement. (Laamanen, 2004, 209-2010; Pitkänen, 2010, 




Figure 3. The Deming circle, modified from Pitkänen (2010, 72.) 
 
Moisio (2008, 15) describes the ideal process that should be the goal for all businesses as 
following; 
 Each phase of the process creates additional value to the customer 
 The amount of defects and variation of features is nearly zero 
 The production capacity can be used at all times and the maintenance is working 
anticipatory 
 There are no bottlenecks in the processes and the process is flexible so that 
changes in demand can be responded quickly 
 The phase of the process and material flow is constant and in line with the demand 
 The production of different products is synchronized and aligned with the demand 
 
According to Kela’s process handbook (Kela, 2013) by constantly developing the pro-
cesses Kela ensures that the customers are happy, the benefit services are without de-
fects and uniform in quality, there is fluent cooperation between different units, there is un-
derstanding of Kela’s operations as a whole and of own role within this entirety and there 
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is overall optimisation and ensured path that the operations are done in order to reach the 
goals. (Kela, 2013) 
 
Process development requires change management, in order for the full scope of the 
change to be understood and the steps, risks and needed management methods are be-
ing evaluated and considered. Process development and adapting process-oriented think-
ing requires courage and management skills because some pressure might be needed to 
push the organization into thinking its ways of operating in a new way and due to this 
some change resistance might occur.  (Virtanen & Wennberg 2007, 75-77) 
3.2 Change management 
When developing the processes and implementing new ideologies such as the Lean 
method to a company one must consider organizations adaptability to change and the 
possibility for change resistance. Therefore the next chapter will shortly discuss about 
change management.  
 
Change has probably as many definitions as there are authors, but BusinessDiction-
ary.com (2016) defines change as “the process of causing a function, practice, or thing to 
become different somehow compared to what it is at present or what it was in the past. “ 
 
Change is part of all kinds of organizations and is reaching every one of us. Changes also 
happen constantly in the operative environment within the organizations and it requires a 
lot of knowledge from the organization to handle them accordingly. Change needs to be 
planned and those in charge of the change should have a legitimate change agenda. In 
order for the change management to success, it should also be defined of what specifi-
cally is the change that is desired. The change could be needed to exploit new opportuni-
ties or fix deficiencies. (Valpola 2004, 27.;Virtanen & Wennberg, 2007, 72, 93-94) 
 
According to Power (2013) the public administrations and government agencies are the 
most difficult ones to change mainly because of the excessive amount on bureaucracy in 
them that causes challenges. Basically Power states that the only key driver or a “push” 
for a successful change is congressional or administrative mandate. In addition when the 
changes start to happen they tend to take a lot of time to finish. Power emphasizes that in 
these organizations the leaders must be even more vigorous and enthusiastic in order for 





Valpola (2004, 29-35) defines five stages that needs to be included in change in order for 
it to be successful. All of these stages need to be performed otherwise the change will not 
be done properly. These stages are;  
1. Definition of the need for change 
− Justification why the change is important and needed and what is going to 
be reached with it, people need to be excited about the change 
2. Creation of common understanding 
−  Gives the route map and compass so that the change happens as it has 
been planned, it also gives the measures with what the performance can 
be evaluated  
3. Ensuring organizations capability to change 
− Realizing the differences and possibilities of organizations with diverse ca-
pabilities and taking actions based on that. Also involvement and visible 
change results can have significant impact on the willingness to change  
4. Taking the first changes into action  
− The first changes are significant for the entire change as they are being 
viewed more critically than the latter ones. First changes concretize the 
start of the change 
5. And anchoring all the changes into the organization 
− Anchoring phase might take a long time as it is hard to get rid of the old 
habits thoroughly but consistency and persistency are the key here 
(Valpola 2004, 29-35) 
 
As Valpola (2004, 29.), Kotter (2009, 11.) also states similar types of features for a suc-
cessful implementation of change. It is crucial that as many as possible would understand 
the true need for a change. The desire for change is where it all starts from as a team that 
is committed to the change and can understand the necessity of it usually can adapt to it 
better and finds ways to tackle the problems in cases where the situation still remains a bit 
blurry or the strategies are hard to define. Strongly committed teams can communicate 
the vision and strategy and spread the will for change around them. In change the key is 
persistency, not backing down when the first problems occur but to add more effort into 
the change and not giving up until the vision has been reached. After this it is vital also to 
make sure that the changes made are for good and this is why the changes should be 





Wheatley and Kellner-Rogers (1998) as well as Aguirre and Alpern (2014) emphasize on 
the importance of involvement and engagement of the employees in all level of the organi-
zation into the change process, from the top level management to the frontline people. 
Leaders must learn from the employee’s reactions, especially the negative ones, because 
it reflects of what is important from a different perception and gives new ways of thinking. 
After completing the organizational change successfully, the employees of the organiza-
tion have felt more committed to the organization, confident with their own working effort 
and prepared to deal with change in future. (Wheatley & Kellner-Rogers, 1998) 
 
Kotter (2009, 33.) states that behind a true will for change is always emotions, it is not 
reached just with sense and thoughts. There are few key points to follow when creating a 
true will for change in an organization: first people should be told all the important facts 
about the necessity of change so that people are convinced, at least in a level of thought. 
However, as mentioned before reaching only the thought level with facts is usually not 
enough to create sufficient level of will for change, therefore it is necessary that secondly 
the people must be won over by reasoning and emotions with goals that genuinely inspire 
and raise the will to act. (Kotter, 33, 42.) 
 
The worst enemy of change lies in all of us and nothing will change or get better unless 
we change ourselves. Johnson ( 2002, 26-31) describes that routines and getting stuck in 
certain ways of thinking or doing things makes people ignorant and unable to prepare for 
oncoming changes; people get used to doing things in a certain way and cannot or just 
won’t see or even consider other ways of doing things even though they might be clearly 
better ones. According to Johnson (2002, 13-14) usually the attitude is the key in change 
resistance. (Johnson 2002, 13-14, 26-31, 69.) 
 
Change resistance is something that might come across when people don’t understand 
the true meaning and the need for the change. They fear the loss of losing the routines 
that they find safe and good. Change resistance can occur at all levels of the organization 
and the form can differ from just resisting to take part in or adopting the changes to ac-
tively and loudly resisting them. The leaders who are responsible of the change should 
ensure that the communication is done properly and that it is sufficient, the employees are 
involved to the change and there is an open dialog between the employee and the man-
agement about the change. (Lanning, Roiha & Salminen 1999, 137-140) 
 
While Virtanen and Wennberg (2007, 94.) and Business Improvement Architects (2016) 
state that change resistance is something that should not be frightened as it is a sign of a 
healthy organizational culture, Johnson (2002) on the other hand gives certainly a more 
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negative impression of the change resistance in his book Who moved my cheese? (Kuka 
vei juustoni?) and basically describes that change resistant’s are always left behind and 
those willing to change will be more successful than those that adopt slower. 
 
Kotter and Schlesinger (2008) bring out that even changes that seem to be positive or ra-
tional, involve loss and uncertainty and might create change resistance. They represent 
four basic reasons why people resist change: 1. parochial self-interest 2. Misunderstand-
ing and lack of trust 3. Different assessments 4. Low tolerance for change. Aguirre, Alpern 
and Post (2013) on the other hand state that biggest obstacle for successful change is 
“change fatigue” -too many changes are being tried to implement at once. In addition, they 
highlight that also the fact that there are not enough change capabilities in the organiza-
tion to deliver the change, to iterate the major changes at last and to ensure the change is 
sustained as well as the problem of excluding lower level employees to the change pro-
cess are mistakes that leads to problems. The way the change is being planned, informed 
and implemented by the senior managers, without the input of lower level employees lim-
its the acceptance and understanding for the change. (Kotter & Schlesinger, 2008; Aguirre 
et al., 2013) 
 
Kotter & Schlesinger (2008) say there are different ways to handle these different types of 
resistances, such as education and communication, participation and involvement, train-
ing and support, negotiation and agreement, manipulation and co-option and coercion. 
Business Improvement Architects (2016) also list ways to reduce resistance to change; 
involvement of interested parties into the planning, a clear definition and communication of 
the needed change both personally and in written, addressing “people’s needs” and 
change only matters that really needs to be changed, make the change as flexible as pos-
sible, be open and honest, don’t give any possibilities to return to starting situation, focus 
on the positive aspects and be specific when possible and deliver training programs for 
basic skills.  
3.3 Principles and history of the Lean-method 
The Lean method and Lean leading is originated in Japan, in the car manufacturing busi-
ness, from the Toyota’s production systems (TPS). Toyota’s production systems was cre-
ated in the middle of the 20th century when Toyota needed to create a competitive ad-
vantage in order to compete against the American car manufacturers in a very different 
kind of circumstances and market that the Americans had. They needed fast and flexible 
processes that gives the customer what the customer wants, when they want it, with the 
highest quality and with a good price. Consequently Toyota created a method where the 
processes of design and manufacture were as uniform as possible. This resulted that 
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Toyota manufactures cars faster, a more reliable way and with a competitive price. In 
2016 Toyota was the largest automotive maker in the world and without a doubt the most 
profitable.  (Liker 2010, 3-4, 8, 18-21, Trudell and Horie 2015, Tovey 2016) 
 
Toyota’s production systems, or “Lean” as it is formally known around the world, aims to 
strive for excellence and its main idea is to reduce the waste within the production pro-
cesses in order to improve profitability, reduce lead time and improve customer satisfac-
tion. Toyota production system (TPS) always observes matters from the customers per-
spective, and the first question in TPS is always: “what does the customer want from this 
process?”. (Liker 2010, 7-9, 15, 27.) 
 
Liker (2010, 7.) emphasized that Lean needs to be approached in a holistic way through-
out the entire organization and most organizations fail in adapting Lean because they only 
focus in certain tools like 5S and JIT(just-in-time) without implementing lean from the top 
to the bottom and engaging everybody. Lean should be applied to all operations of the or-
ganization and especially the top management should be willing and committed to contin-
uous improvement process and investments into personnel which is part of lean. (Liker 
2010, 7.) 
 
According to Liker (2010, 6-7, 12-13) there are 14 principles that are the success of 
Toyota and form the “Toyota way” and are the foundation of TPS. The 14 principles can 
be divided into four categories: Philosophy, Process, People & Partners and Problem (Fig-
ure 4). Most organizations fail when implementing Lean as they only adapt one stage of 
the 4P’s or only one lean-tool such as Kanban or Heijunka. This only results as temporary 





Figure 4. Modified from Toyota’s 4P-model (Liker 2010, 6) 
 
The core idea of Lean methodology is to maximize the value transferred to customer while 
minimizing all action that don’t bring value to the customer. A Lean organization focuses 
on its key processes an continuously tries to improve the value transferred to the cus-
tomer. In lean there are three clear parts that are distinguished from one another: process 
development, development of people’s behaviour and the utilization of new technology 
and tools. (Lean enterprise Institute Inc., 2015) 
 
The goal in Lean/TPS is to create a value stream, a flow that is as uniform as possible by 
constantly decreasing the time and effort used to actions that doesn’t create value. Often 
it is thought that by creating a quicker process you would need to compromise on the 
quality, that faster is always more sloppy, but that is not the case when applying a better 
flow into the process. (Liker 2010, 88, 93-94) 
 
Toyota’s way of leading differs quite a lot from the traditional western way of leading, 
where organizations are seen as machines and people perceived by the tasks they are 
performing. There are trained specialists or process owners that decide on the processes 
and administer them, the managers are supposed to monitor that the processes are fol-
lowed literally guided by other set measures and goals, whereas the employees that actu-
ally perform the processes are not involved into the planning nor encouraged to make im-
provement suggestions. This creates a hierarchical structure where only trained special-
ists/process owners are encouraged to think and normal employees are seen as unwise 
automats and managers as bureaucrats that monitor the following of the rules without any 
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variation. Toyota does not see organizations as machines but rather as complicated, dy-
namic and unpredictable as are the people that work in them. Toyota aims to create cus-
toms and structures that ensure righteousness and trust amongst the employees in order 
to create an atmosphere where all employees are not only willing to report problems but 
also actively taking part in solving them. (Liker & Convis, 2012, 9-14) 
 
Because Toyota sees the organizations as unpredictable, the organizations must be able 
to adapt at all times. The adaptability and ability to be open for modifications should run 
throughout the entire organization in all of the processes. And who would be the best to 
modify the process rather that the employees that perform it every single day? Certainly 
not the experts/process owners that usually create the processes without ever having to 
perform it nor the managers that only follow the manuscript of the processes created by 
the experts. People throughout the organization should be trained and encouraged to 
think and react accordingly. The employees that are producing the most value to the cus-
tomer directly are the most valuable resource in the organization and should be invested 
in. This is one of the key factors in lean-thinking and one major recipe of Toyota’s suc-
cess. (Liker & Convis, 2012, 13-15) 
 
Liker and Convis (xxi, 2012) emphasize on that no matter how much do you invest into 
Lean-process, it will not resolve as wanted results unless Lean-leading has been imple-
mented throughout the whole organization, also in the support-functions of the organiza-
tion. In addition they state that a big mistake is that managers who are not close to the 
“gemba”- the place where the value is created – are making all the crucial decisions with-
out fully understanding the effects on their decisions in the gemba.   
 
Taking the personnel into account is crucial in Lean, because the employees must be mo-
tivated and skilled in order for the Lean to even work. In addition, implementing the Lean 
model requires from the organization changes in the organizational culture and prerequi-
sites in management in order to implement it successfully, as Lean will inevitably affect to 
the employees behaviour, customs and practices. This way the transparency of the model 
increases the consciousness of the employees own work; the knowledge, skills and effec-
tiveness as the things already known doesn’t need to be reinvented. (Kajaste & Liukko. 
1994, 8-12, Schipper & Sweets 2010, 4-7) 
3.3.1 Identifying value and waste in the processes 
In processes there are activities that bring value to the customer and activities that bring 
no value to the customer. Moisio (2008, 18-20) defines the value and waste of process 
phases as following: 
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I. The activities that bring additional value to the customer 
a. The customer is willing to pay for it 
b. Activities that advances or changes the form, suitability or performance of 
the product or service in a way that the customer has required 
c. And activities that are done correctly in the first time 
II. Non-value adding activities which however are needed 
a. Necessary but the customers wouldn’t want to pay for it 
b. Activities that cannot be erased because it would lead to misbehaviour and 
wild activities 
c. Activities that has been required by authorities or by law 
III. Non-value adding activities 
a. Activity that the customer is not willing to pay for 
b. Activity that spends resources but creates no value in the eyes of the cus-
tomer  basically activities that does not contribute in creating better prod-
uct as the customer has required 
c. Can clearly be defined as waste 
 
According to Liker (2010, 87.) most processes contain 90 percent waste and only 10 per-
cent of work that bring value to the customer. The value and waste within a process is be-
ing presented in figure 5 in an illustrative way that shows the different phases of the pro-
cess and the lead time of a value stream before lean and what it might look after lean de-
velopment.  (Liker 2006, 29-31; Moisio 2008, 32.) 
 




In Lean manufacturing when talking about waste the three M’s are usually presented; 
Mura, Muri and Muda. The most commonly known is Muda- the non-value adding work 
that consists of eight types of waste (see below) that extends the lead time, causes move-
ments in vain, creates excess inventory and causes delays. The other two M’s are a little 
less known but not less important. Muri means the overloading of people and machines by 
pushing the limits beyond natural boundaries; unnecessary stress is being handed to the 
employees and machinery by for example lack of training, unclear or not well defined 
ways of working, wrong tools and poorly defined measures of performance. This leads to 
safety issues and defects and quality issues in the product. Mura means irregularity within 
the processes and can be thought as a results of the other two M’s. It means uneven bur-
den of the work and fluctuation of product volumes. (Earley 2016; Liker 2006, 114-115) 
 
Toyota’s Production systems have identified eight main types of wastes that Liker (2010, 
28-29) describes as following: 
1. Over production  
 Making more than is required or needed at the very moment 
2. Waiting 
 For parts, information, instructions, equipment, other parts of the process to 
complete in order to move to the next stage of the process 
3. Unnecessary transportation   
4. Over processing or incorrect processing 
 Completing unnecessary phases or ineffective processing because of bad 
tools or design which causes defects or unnecessary movements. Also by 
producing a higher quality products than necessary results as a waste 
5. Unnecessary inventory 
 Storing parts, pieces, documentation ahead of requirements 
6. Unnecessary motion  
 All unnecessary movement that employees must perform during the pro-
cess including walking, searching, reaching etc.  
7. Defects 
 Rework, inspections, incorrect documentation 
8. Underutilized Skills & capabilities 
 Wasting creativity, skills and capabilities by not listening to the employees 
 
When identifying the value and waste, the investigation and evaluation of the current state 
of the processes and visualizing the future process is important. The organization should 
define the process (of each product or service) throughout so that it is visible and clear 
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what happens during the time period starting from when the order for a product comes un-
til the finished product is delivered to the customer. When the current processes are clear 
the organization should question the current state by asking a question of what can be 
eliminated, simplified, combined, automated and how can we enhance flexibility in the cur-
rent process?. (Liker, 2006, 87-90; Moisio, 2008 26.) 
 
The purpose of analysing and improving the process is to cut down the quantity of work 
which results as shortened lead time. The aim is also to improve the process manage-
ment which increases delivering certainty, decreases defects and increases customer sat-
isfaction. All the previously mentioned results as an improved productivity and perfor-
mance of the organization. (Moisio, 2008, 27.) 
 
The difference between the traditional process improvement and lean-improvement is that 
traditional process improvement focuses solely on improving the efficiency locally such as 
improving the run time of value adding activities or making the activities perform faster. 
This affects very little to the whole value stream as most processes have very little amount 
of value added activities so the difference might be minimal. In Lean-improvement the 
whole idea starts with eliminating the non-value adding activities, the waste, this is where 
the vast part of the development process comes from. In Lean-development the flow of 
the process is improved and the amount of work is lightened and eased by eliminating the 
waste and unnecessary work. (Liker 2006, 31-32) 
3.3.2 Value stream and value stream mapping 
Value stream consists of all processes, both the value added ones as well as the non-
value added ones that are performed by different people in different workstations in order 
to create the service or product to the customer on basis of the demand. In order to recog-
nize and identify the value-adding and non-value-adding activities and steps within pro-
cesses and information flows, value stream mapping is used in lean environments to map 
and analyse them. Value stream mapping is not just eliminating waste but also reducing 
variability and levelling equipment utilization. The core idea is to produce exactly what the 
customer is requesting. (RTDOnline.com; van den Berg & Pietersma 2015, 203-205.) 
 
Value stream mapping is used to identify the possibilities and opportunities in lead time 
reduction by recognizing (and then eliminating) the waste and other non-value-adding ac-
tivities. The mapping process starts with selecting a value stream in the organization 
which need more specific review. Same type of products, services or product families that 
have same type of processing may perhaps have so similar value stream so that only one 
value stream map might cover them all.  Usually the first value stream that is to be 
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mapped is the one with most volume. (EMS Consulting Group; van den Berg & Pietersma 
2015, 203.) 
 
The value stream mapping process is usually done by a cross functional team that is very 
familiar with the processes and are open minded about changing it. The first stage of 
value stream mapping starts with an illustration of the current stage map where all pro-
cesses, information flows and other important data is being visualized. This happens by 
walking through or imagining the process and at the same time illustrating it e.g. into a flip-
chart. The illustration gives a better view of the value-adding and non-value-adding activi-
ties that are currently within the process. After illustrating the current state the next step is 
to visualize the future state map where the waste is eliminated and a lot of the non-value 
adding activities are diminished. Important factor is also that the new plan follows the or-
ganization’s strategy. The future state map becomes the plan for the future value stream 
and process and the third stage is to start to implement the changes needed to make the 
current state to resemble the desired state as closely as possible. After this the monitoring 
of the progress and continuous improvement starts, this can be done e.g. with PDCA (see 
chapter 3.1.3 and figure 3). (EMS Consulting Group; Moisio 2009, 16, 49-50; van den 
Berg & Pietersma 2015, 203.) 
 
The challenges may occur when implementing the desired stage as often people are used 
in doing things in a certain way and given the freedom to do so too. Everybody should re-
spect the agreed method of working so that the designed ideal process produces the de-
sired results. (van den Berg & Pietersma 2015, 205.) 
3.3.3 Kaizen 
In Toyota and Lean development the name of constant development of performance is 
called Kaizen. Literally Kaizen means change (kai) to become good (zen). Kaizen can be 
used to solve many kinds of problems such as process inefficiencies, quality problems 
and delivery and lead-time problems. Key elements of Kaizen are quality, effort, willing-
ness to change and communication. (van den Berg & Pietersma 2015, 181) 
 
The Kaizen model suggest that the improvements start with eliminating first the waste 
(muda) (different types of waste described earlier) and after the elimination or reduction of 
waste and inefficiencies, the “good housekeeping” should be put in action, which consists 
of the 5-Ss: 
1. Seiri (tidiness) – Simplifying the work by sorting out what is necessary for the work 
and what is not 
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2. Seiton (orderliness) -  Improving efficiency by making measured decisions about 
the distribution of e.g. materials, files and equipment 
3. Seiso (cleanliness) – Everyone should be involved and obliged to keeping things 
organized and clean 
4. Seiketsu (standardized clean-up) – Part of effective means of continuous improve-
ment is to regulate and institutionalize the process of keeping things in order 
5. Shitsuke (discipline) - Everyone should be made personally responsible to live up 
to the other 4-Ss (this can make or break the “housekeeping”) 
After the housekeeping the last part is the standardization of the practices, which makes it 
easier for everyone to follow and to improve constantly. (van den Berg & Pietersma 2015, 
181-184) 
 
When organizing a Kaizen event/Kaizen workshop the process owner should always take 
part into the Kaizen event as well as those employees that actually perform the process. 
However, the team that is taking part of the event should not be more than 15 persons so 
that the conversations and the implementation stays under control. (Liker 2006, 276-277) 
 
In the Kaizen-event small groups are created in order to do investigation and implement 
small changes with aim to strive for continuous improvement. Kaizen events usually last 
about a week and in them the participants analyse the current process, create a Lean vi-
sion for it and start the implementation. Kaizen event is implemented by the following 
steps: the goal and the problem must be defined, facts should be analysed, possible out-
comes created, the solution should be planned and then implemented, and then the solu-
tion should also be checked and secured. (Liker 2006, 276; Schipper & Sweets 2010, 
103-104; van den Berg & Pietersma 2015, 181-184)).  
 
Liker (2006, 278-279) presents the progression of Kaizen workshop as seen on figure 6. It 
all should start with defining who is the customer and what does the customer want and 
what are the measurable goals of the workshop. The team participating to the event 
should identify the processes that support or bring added value to the customer. The next 
step is to illustrate and analyse the current state of the process; identify all the process 
phases and categorize the value-added and non-value added activities. All the develop-
ment ideas should be documented and discussed. After the documentation of the current 
stage the team creates and visualizes the future i.e. the desired state by discussing and 
considering all improvement ideas that came though the previous stage, this can be done 
e.g. with post-it notes onto a flip board. Once the development suggestions are done and 
the desired process documented an implementation plan should be done where responsi-
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bilities and characterizations of the changes desired are identified. The next step is to re-
alize the future plan, to create a project plan that answers questions what, why and when.  
The last step is about evaluation of the progress and results.  After the workshop the im-
plantation of the desired state should continue and the concept of continuous improve-
ment should be adopted. After the evaluation the next phase is to start the process over 
again as in PDCA-cycle. In addition there should be check points in designated periods of 
time to check how the implementation is going and in what the state of the developments 
is. (Liker 2006, 278-284) 
 
Figure 6. Kaizen event. Modified from Liker (2006, 279.) 
  
Liker and Convis (2012,107.) emphasize that, contradictory to the common misconcep-
tion, Kaizen is not only a one-off event where all the problems are being confronted and 
changes implemented, it is part of everyday leadership and a path of continuous improve-
ment; day-to-day (maintenance) Kaizen also. The belief is that improvement can’t be con-
stant if it’s only left to small group of process development experts that work for the senior 
management. Therefore, constant development can be possible only if all employees are 
engaged into the process of constant improvement and are keen (and given the possibility 
to) take action in case a problems occur. (Liker & Convis, 2012, 13-19) 
 
It is important to bring out the problems quickly so that the maintenance Kaizen is agile 
and immediate, and not let the problems build up. Important is also that the problems and 
development opportunities are not only recognized fast but also fixed fast without delay 
and unnecessary bureaucracy inside the organization. Here it is important to engage the 
employees that are nearest to the process, so that they are keen to report the problems 
and help solving them. True Kaizen only happens when the team is truly responsible of 
the process that they perform; they operate them and constantly seek ways to make it bet-
ter, it’s important that the process management, understanding and improvements are 
close to the gemba, in the team that are closest to the process. When Toyota makes a 
process improvement, it has two goals; to improve the process in order to get better re-




The core idea of Kaizen is that nothing is ever perfect and everything can be improved, 
you can never reach the perfect “Lean solution”. Even if the process would be perfect and 
without waste today, circumstances change and it might be filled with waste tomorrow. 
(Liker & Convis, 2012, 31.) 
3.3.4 Lean leading and the concept of continuous process improvement 
The cornerstone of continuous improvement is that all are familiar of the methods and the 
actual process that is being changed and to which the continuous improvement is being 
targeted to. This is crucial in order for everyone to know the variables in the processes 
and aim for shortening it by interfering when they meet any variables different form the 
aimed ideal process. If the process developers are not familiar of the actual process, it 
might be that more damage is done than actual improvements. (Kokkonen 2007)  
 
Liker and Convis (2012, 4.) state that Lean practisers have come into the conclusion that 
in order to maintain the changes brought by Lean, the company must fully engage the top 
management and create a culture of constant improvement. The company should change 
the organizational culture where people tend to work in their own way in order to reach the 
personal numbers and goals into a culture where people focus on to the customer and to 
the constant improvement of value streams that deliver the value to the customer. Liker 
and Convis (2012, 4, 6-7) add to this that achieving culture change is a lot harder than or-
ganising a single training or communication session, but still achievable when being con-
sistent about the effort. If Lean is only implemented in parts of the company there is a 
threat that the changes are not lasting as regression normally takes place if Lean is not 
implemented throughout the organization. This is a result of the misconception that Lean 
is only a one-time effort rather than a constant ongoing process that needs to happen in 
all the employees from managers to the workmen. Still, Liker and Convis (2012, 6-7) 
doesn’t deny that there can be great benefits also in implementing Lean in only parts of 
the organization.  
 
Liker and Convis (2012, 13-15) state that one of the key things in lean leading is a con-
stant path of self-improvement for leaders and creating an atmosphere where also the 
employees can improve themselves. In addition removal of obstacles and placing chal-
lenges and goals so that teams in all levels of the organization can be involved into the 
process of constant improvement and reaching the long-term goals. The managers work 
as coaches within their teams and guide the employees to consider other processes and 
work phases that are connected to their work and to be in contact with others in order to 




4 Research methodology 
Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill. (2012, 128) represent the research methodology in the 
form of an onion (Figure 7); the researcher must start making the research choices of the 
outer layers moving step by step into the core, where the actual research problem lies. 
The layers of the onion are respectively research philosophy, approach, methodological 
choice, strategy or strategies, time horizon, and techniques and procedures. (Saunders et 
al., 2012, 128) 
 
 
Figure 7. The research onion, modified from Saunders et al. (Saunders et al., 2012, 128) 
4.1 Ontology, epistemology and research approach 
Saunders et al. (2012, 130-132) state that ontology is about what is true (nature of reality) 
and epistemology is about methods of figuring out those truths (relationship between the 
researcher and reality). The aspects of ontology is objectivism and subjectivism. In objec-
tivism the social actors are considered as external and the researcher and the people re-
searched are considered as objective and independent. In subjectivism the social phe-
nomena are created from the perceptions and consequent actions of social actors. In this 
study the chosen ontological aspect will be subjectivism because the nature of the subject 
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studied is such that the social actors and personal perceptions of the people involved into 
the study cannot be excluded as they will be present. 
 
Epistemology, however, consists of pragmatism, interpretivism, realism and positivism as 
the aspects of how to “figure out the truth”. According to Saunders et al (2012, 129) differ-
ent research philosophies are suited for achieving different things, and it all depends of 
the research question that the researcher is seeking for an answer. In addition the chosen 
research philosophies can be thought as assumptions of how the researcher views the 
world. The research philosophies can be divided into four aspects; pragmatism, interpre-
tivism, realism and positivism. In pragmatism the assumption is that concepts are only rel-
evant if supported by action and the practical consequences are most important meaning 
for an idea. Interpretivism focuses on to the value of interpretation when creating 
knowledge and advocates that it is crucially important for a researcher to understand the 
differences between humans as social actors. Realism relates into scientific enquiry and 
the essence of realism is that what we sense is reality and there is a reality independent 
from the human mind. In positivism the data is mainly collected from observable reality 
and causal relationships and law-like generalizations are searched in order to create cred-
ible data. (Saunders et al., 2012, 123-159) 
 
In this study the epistemological assumption is based on interpretivism because the reality 
of the study is quite subjective and the researcher must understand the subjective mean-
ings and the reality behind the social factors that affect into the situation. 
4.2 Research strategy 
Action research will be the research strategy in this study. The reason why the action re-
search was chosen is because the researcher is also part of the case organization and is 
also part of this development project. As a methodology action research allows also the 
researcher to take a more active role in the research so that the researcher can also im-
prove the operations, evaluate and investigate as a part of the process. Action research is 
a process of inquiry that is both emergent and iterative as its goal is to solve real organi-
zational problems through a participative and collaborative approach. Action research 
uses different forms of knowledge and will have an affect also after the study to the partici-
pants and the organization. (McNiff & Whitehead 2011, 7; Saunders et al., 2012, 183.) 
 
Action research differs from other research strategies for its explicit focus on action in vari-
ous stages of the process. According to Kananen (2009, 9-13) the action, research and 
change happen simultaneously in action research and they are all very closely linked to 
practical problems, identifying them and eventually eliminating them from the work that is 
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being investigated. Action research is action that has been thrived from the participants of 
the research rather that directions and development action dictated externally. The aim of 
action research is that the change that is reached will be permanent and continuous, 
therefore the actual action in the research in very important. In action research the main 
goal is to promote organizational learning in order to produce practical outcomes though 
identifying issues, planning action, taking action and evaluating action (Kananen. 2009, 9-
13; Saunders et al. 2012. 183-184). 
 
Participation is an important part of action research as it is a social process where the re-
searcher works together with members of the organization in order for together to improve 
the situation within the target organization. The cooperation of the members of the target 
organization is crucial so that the researcher can investigate the existing practices and the 
researcher and members of the organization can together improve the situation and sort 
of become co-researcher together. According to Saunders et al (2012, 184) Schein (1999) 
emphasizes  that participation is important due to the fact that if the personnel of the or-
ganization is part in developing the change they are more likely to adopt the change more 
easily. (Saunders et al. 2012, 183-184). 
4.2.1 Data collection methods 
Quantitative research method is mainly used to data collection techniques or procedures 
that collects, generates or uses numerical data, such as questionnaires, graphs and 
charts. On the contrary qualitative data collection technique is for data collection tech-
niques or analysing procedures that creates or generates non-numerical data, such as in-
terviews. (Saunders et al., 2012, 161.) 
 
Saunders et al. (2012, 166, 674-675) describe mixed method research as a research 
strategy where both quantitative and qualitative research strategies and analysing proce-
dures are applied, either at the same time or after another. The research method in this 
study is mixed method as both quantitative data collection (in the form of the two question-
naires) and qualitative data collection (workshop) was used. The data collection pro-
ceeded so that first there was a quantitative questionnaire, after this a workshop, where 
primary qualitative data was collected, and finally a second quantitative questionnaire. As 
a result we can state that the data collection was sequential, multiphase design, mixed 
method research because the data collection consisted of multiple phases of data collec-
tion and analysis. (Saunders et al., 2012, 166-167, 674-675) 
 
Questionnaire is a general term for all data collection techniques where a same set of 
questions that are in a predetermined order are being represented to each respondent. It 
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gives the opportunity to gather quantitative data which can then be investigated and ana-
lysed quantitatively using graphic and inferential statistics. (Saunders et al. 2012, 177, 
679.) 
 
In addition, as for the data collection technique a Kaizen workshop was held where pri-
mary data was collected in in-depth investigations. More about Kaizen workshop on chap-
ter 3.3.3 and in chapter 5. 
4.2.2 Validity and reliability of the study 
According Saunders et al. (2012, 192) the consistency of the findings from the data collec-
tion techniques and analytic procedures as well as the repeatability of the results can be 
referred as reliability. There are several threats to reliability of the research and in order to 
avoid these threats the researcher must seek ways to be methodologically rigorous in the 
way the research is planned and implemented. The research process must be clearly 
thought through and evaluated and it must be made sure that there are no false assump-
tions made nor does it contain logic leaps. The threats to reliability can be: 
 Participant error – meaning any factors that might unfavourably effect in the 
way a participant carries out part of the study 
 Participant bias –  meaning any factors that might result as false answers 
by the participant 
 Researcher error – meaning any factors that might alter the interpretations 
of the researcher 
 Researcher bias – meaning any factors that might affect for the researcher 
to make preconceptions when recording or interpreting participants’ re-
sponses 
(Saunders et al. 2012, 192) 
 
It could be considered that the comments given in the workshop could have been affected 
by the presence of the two managers and as a result a possible participant bias needs to 
be considered. However, all were still given the opportunity to answer anonymously into 
the questionnaire invalidates the possibility of participant bias that might have been in the 
workshop. For that reason the fact that both questionnaires in this study were anonymous, 
there was sufficient time given to the respondents to answer and all were beforehand en-
couraged to respond as truthfully as possible, in addition the fact that the response rate in 
both was adequate and there was not variables from which any certain respondent could 
be identified (e.g. gender) gives reliability for this study. As for the researcher error and re-
searcher bias, all development suggestions were discussed multiple times with the whole 
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team and the possibility for corrections or more specifications that were required were 
given. This way the researcher made sure that all were understood correctly without mis-
conceptions, which also gives reliability for the study. Taken into notice all the above men-
tioned, we can conclude that the reliability of the study was rather good.  
 
Whereas reliability is important when it comes to research quality it is not sufficient by it-
self to ensure good quality of a research but also validity needs to be assessed. Validity 
means how well does the data collection methods measure the matters that they were in-
tended to measure and whether the research findings are what they actually acknowledge 
to be about. (Saunders et al. 2012, 684.) 
 
As for the external validity (can the findings be generalized to other relevant settings or 
groups?) we can state that as a part the results can be generalized, at least inside Kela in 
parts or processes that are similar to the processes of international child benefit. This be-
cause at least some of the developments that came though this study were also simulta-
neously implemented in other teams and units, e.g. the change in the application process 
of short identification number. In addition the ideal process that was created in the work-
shop was also represented by a team member of international family benefits team to all 
the teams that handle Finnish social security coverage (about 50 employees) because of 
their request. 
 
When considering the validity and reliability of the research, objectivity is one thing that 
needs to be considered because the researcher had prior knowledge of the matters and is 
currently part of the case organization. However, the prior knowledge and the position of 
the researcher within the organization can bring both advantages as well as disad-
vantages to the research as the researcher might already know about the possible bottle-
necks and has some power within the organization to change these processes. In addition 
the chosen research strategy and method brought objectivity to the research as all the 





5 Implementing Lean for Kela 
The development project was arranged with phases of analysing, developing, implement-
ing and follow-up. Ensuring that the employees had an active role in each phases of the 
project played a significant role in this study. The aim of the research was to identify the 
waste within the processes, of which the most crucial one is the unnecessary use of time. 
The main goal was to reduce the amount of mistakes, delays and unfinished work.  
 
The project started with analysing some statistical information about the processing of in-
ternational child benefit applications, investigating the lead time analysis (Kela 2015). As 
stated earlier, in the starting situation the lead time of international child benefit applica-
tions was approximately 82 days (cumulative average during April – September 2015). In 
addition by examining the statistics of the lead time we realized many things that result as 
bottlenecks in the lead time. As seen on figure 8,  where the lead time analysis is repre-
sented, even though we process new applications quickly (on average in 2 days), an ap-
plication that is potentially ready to be resolved, is waiting to be done total of 23 days. In 
addition the time that the application spends in waiting for additional information is on av-
erage 20 days and the time waiting for other parts of the process to finish, usually resolv-
ing of Finnish social security coverage or some crucial information from a foreign institu-
tion, is very long being on average 51 days. (Kela 2015) 
 
 
Figure 8. Lead time analysis in the beginning of the study, cumulative average during April 




In addition to the statistics, a sample of 40 cases were randomly picked from all the re-
solved international child benefit application that had been done during first quarter of Oc-
tober 2015. These 40 were divided between the researcher and two named process own-
ers, who also took part in arranging the workshop, the researcher getting 20 cases and 
the others 10 cases to analyse. From the cases we picked three cases as an example to 
the workshop (see part “workshop”). In addition we identified some bottlenecks from the 
statistical information as we looked though the more specifically. The bottlenecks were 
mainly about the prioritization of the work and co-dependency between the international 
child benefit application process and the processes of other benefits (mainly Finnish social 
security coverage) which causes the work major delays as it sits waiting in the work 
queue. Furthermore, the two process owners, who were also arranging the workshop, did 
some observing before the workshop with our employees to see how we work in order to 
have a better understanding what the process and application handling is in reality in in-
ternational child benefit.   
 
As mentioned earlier, the data collection was sequential, multiphase design, mixed 
method research as the data collection consisted of two questionnaires that were imple-
mented as a Webropol survey and a workshop which was attended by part of the employ-
ees that handle international child benefits. Both questionnaires, the cover letters as well 
as the workshop was all in Finnish because Finnish is the native language of most of the 
employees. In addition, the skills of English language is limited for some employees and 
therefore it would have definitely limited the response rate as well as the common usability 
of this study because of linguistic issues. Questionnaires and cover letters as appendices 
1, 2, 9 and 10. 
 
During the whole development process it was emphasized that the process should be 
viewed in the customer’s perspective. All the employees were introduced the principles of 
lean very briefly and encouraged to bring out factors that create challenge and obstacle 
for the work. Several meetings about the project were held in order for to keep everyone 
aware of what is happening.  The study started in October 2015 and continued up to July 
2016, the timetable of the study is represented in the table 2. 
 
Table 2. Implementation timetable of the study 
Implementation timetable of the study 
5.10.2015 - 
16.10.2015 
Few meetings with the managers and process owners about the imple-
mentation plan of the project, sharing responsibilities etc. 
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7.10.2015 A meeting with for all that handle international child benefit; the timeta-
ble, goals and aims of the project were shared with everyone 
19.10.2015 - 
4.11.2015 
Investigating statistics (lead time analysis etc.), observations done by 
the process owners (10 employees), post-observations of complete 
cases (40 cases) 
12.10.2015 - 
22.10.2015 





27.11.2015 A meeting with the managers and process owners; gathering and dis-
cussing about the development suggestions, planning implementation 




Meetings for all that handle international child benefit; Presenting the 
development suggestions and the implementation plan to everybody 
and  
15.12.2015 A meeting with some of those that took part into the Workshop: Plan-
ning the presentation of ideal process and some other development 
suggestions 
16.12.2015 A meeting for all that handle international child benefit; Presenting the 
ideal process and going through some more development suggestions 
19.1.2016 A meeting with those that took part into the Workshop: Discussions 
about the progress of the development suggestions 
17.2.2016 A meeting for all that handle international child benefit; Halfway check-
point: where are we now at? What has been done and what is still under 




2nd questionnaire was sent on 26.4.2016, time to answer until 6.5.2016 
11.5.2016 A meeting with those that took part into the Workshop: Discussions 
about the progress of the development suggestions and the results of 
the 2nd questionnaire 
 July 2016 A meeting for all that handle international child benefit; going through 
the result of the 2nd questionnaire, and evaluation about reaching the 
goals 
Continuous Aim for continuous improvement of the processes and ways to work 
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The first questionnaire was sent at the end of October 2015 before the workshop, and it 
was sent to 29 recipients. The results from the questionnaire where gathered and utilized 
in the workshop. After this, the workshop was arranged in the beginning of November 
2015 where some employees of the teams participated into finding ways to improve the 
processes and reducing the lead time.  
 
After the workshop all employees that handle the international child benefit were invited to 
several meetings where the results of the 1st questionnaire and the workshop were looked 
over and the implementation of the development suggestions started. After this more 
meetings about the progress and future steps were held in order to keep everyone up-to-
date. 
 
The 2nd questionnaire was sent about six months since the start of the project in April 
2016 in the aim to review the opinions of the employees of how the development project 
has went in their point of view and if it has been helpful. In the future the aim is to continue 
the development continuously and courage the employees to bring out development sug-
gestions or problem points whenever they meet them. 
5.1 Data collection, 1st Questionnaire,  
The research method was a qualitative research in the form of a questionnaire, which was 
created with Webpropol and was sent as an email link to total of 29 employees that pro-
cess the international child benefit applications. The total amount of people who handle 
international child benefit at the time was 29, and the link to the questionnaire was sent to 
all of them in the aim to let everyone to be heard and be allowed for their opinion to be 
said, even though all could not participate to the workshop. From these 29 persons that 
the questionnaire was sent to, 24 persons answered to the questionnaire making the re-
sponse rate to 83 percent. There was a cover letter attached to the e-mail where the pur-
pose of the questionnaire was explained (Appendix 1).   
 
The questionnaire (seen in appendix 2) contained a total of 9 questions of which two were 
multiple choice questions with Likert scale, five were open questions and two were in the 
purpose to investigate the respondents background (how long they had been processing 
international child benefit applications and whether or not they handled appeals and cor-
rective decisions). The aim of the questions were to mix both open questions and multiple 





When the respondents were asked about how long they had been processing interna-
tional child benefit applications, the distribution was quite even between the respondents 
as 29 percent of the respondent had been handling international child benefits for less 
than 2 years, 38 percent for 3 – 5 years and 33 percent more than 6 years. In addition 29 
percent (7 respondents) handled appeals and did corrective decisions and 71 percent (17 
respondent) did not (Figure 9.).  
 
 
Figure 9.  Distribution of how long the respondents had been processing international 
child benefit applications 
5.1.1 Results of the data collection, 1st questionnaire 
All in all basically the same matters repeatedly reoccurred in most of the questions, espe-
cially in the open questions. Therefore, in order for not repeating the same answers and 
matters over and over again, the results of the first questionnaire are represented here so 
that results of the two multiple choice questions are presented first separately and then 
the combination of all open ended questions together. All the answers of the open ques-
tions can be founded in appendix 3. In addition, it was noticed that the background infor-
mation of how long the respondents had been processing international child allowance ap-
plication or whether or not they handled appeals and corrective decisions did not have 
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barely any affect to the answers. If there was differences, these results are presented, 
otherwise the differences were not significant and therefore are not issued.  
 
Multiple choice questions: Functionality of the process 
In the question 6 the respondents were asked to choose in a scale of 1-5 (1=totally agree, 
2=somewhat agree, 3=neither agree nor disagree, 4=somewhat disagree, 5=totally disa-
gree) a choice that best described their opinion on the statement. In figure 10 the answers 
for questionnaire question 6 are illustrated. All in all the processes were considered as 
reasonably functional as no one totally agreed and only 13 percent (n=3) somewhat 
agreed with the statement of “The process as a whole in its current state isn’t working”. 
Majority of the respondents (66 percent) either somewhat disagreed or totally disagreed 
with the statement.  
 
 
Figure 10. Question 6. Functionality of the process 
 
The procedures of the process were considered clear because 87 percent of the respond-
ents either totally agreed, somewhat agreed or neither agreed nor disagreed with the 
statement that “the procedures of the process are not clear”. 33 percent of the respond-
ents felt that the processes contain useless operations (they either totally agreed or some-
what agreed), 25 percent somewhat agreed and 42 percent neither agreed nor disagreed 
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The process as a whole in its current mode isn’t 
working
The process contains useless operations
Operations in different processes are overlapping
The processes of other units make our work harder
It takes a lot of time to correct mistakes in the process
The procedures of the process are not clear
The ways of working are not unified
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In the answers of the statement “Operations in different processes are overlapping” there 
was quite big differences depending on how long the respondents has been handling in-
ternational child benefits; 71 percent of those who had been handling international child 
benefit for less than two years somewhat agreed with the statement whereas only 25 per-
cent of those who had been handling international child benefit over six years somewhat 
agreed with the statement. Here we can conclude that either those who have been han-
dling the benefit longer, might be more familiar with the processes than those who have 
been handling it lesser time and therefore know that there is not much actual overlapping, 
or we could also interpret it so that the more you have been handling the benefit the more 
blind you go for the process and cannot evaluate it critically whereas those who are quite 
new to the benefit can still see it with novelty and question the phases more critically.  
 
The processes of other units were not seen as complicating own work as 46 percent of 
the respondents either totally or somewhat disagreed with the statement of “The pro-
cesses of other units make our work harder”. 29 percent (either totally or somewhat 
agreed) of the respondents felt that it takes a lot of time to correct mistakes. On the other 
hand 46 percent somewhat disagreed with the statement. 
 
Out of all respondents 37 percent either totally agreed or somewhat agreed with the state-
ment that “The ways of working are not unified”. The difference of depending on how long 
the respondents has been handling international child benefits was seen also here; about 
57 percent of those who had been handling international child allowance for less than two 
years either totally agreed or somewhat agreed with the statement that “The ways of 
working are not unified”, whereas the corresponding percentage of those who had been 
handling the benefit for more than six years was 37. In addition 50 percent of those who 
had been handling the benefit for more than six years somewhat disagreed with the state-
ment.  
 
Multiple choice questions: Biggest obstacles for fluent, legitimate and fast applica-
tion processing 
In the question 7 the respondents were asked to rate on a scale of 1-5 (1=very big prob-
lem, 2=big problem, 3=unable to say, 4=quite small problem, 5=not a problem at all) how 
big of a challenge/obstacle the matter is for fluent, legitimate and fast application pro-




The difficulty of finding the instructions was seen as the biggest challenge for fluent, legiti-
mate and fast application processing as 62 percent of the respondents rated it into a ei-
ther very big or big problem. Also 54 percent of the respondents rated waiting for other 
teams/units cases and 50 percent of the respondents rated getting the needed information 
from the customers into a either very big or big problem. 
 
In addition about 38 respondents felt that editing the customer letters was ether a very big 
or a big problem, however in turn about 58 percent did see this as a quite small problem. 
Too fast working pace was seen as a very big or a big problem by 42 percent of respond-
ents, but again on the other hand 42 percent did not see it as a problem (answered to be  
quite a small problem or not a problem at all). Negligence was seen as a very big or a big 
problem by 33 percent of the respondent, however 46 percent of the respondents felt that 
it was either quite a small problem or not a problem at all.  
 
Those who had been handling international child benefit for less time felt that problems in 
information systems, technical tools or lack of them were much bigger problem than those 
who had been handling international child allowance longer time; about 15 percent of 
those who had been handling international child allowance for less than two years and 44 
percent of those who had been handling international child allowance for 3-5 years saw 
this as a very big or big problem whereas those who had been handling the benefit for 
more than six years saw this as not a problem at all. Here we can determine that those 
who have been handling the benefit for long time might know few gimmicks and trick 
about the technical issues that could be shared with the others. Correspondingly we can 
also interpret it again so that the more you have been handling the benefit the more used 
you go for the process and the problems that occur often, whereas those who are quite 





Figure 11. Question 7, biggest obstacles for fluent, legitimate and fast application pro-
cessing 
 
Open questions: Issues that occurred most often in the answers 
As mentioned many same issues were mentioned in several answers in almost all of the 
questions and therefore are represented here as combination summary of the matters that 
the respondents felt were the worst time eaters, problem points or issues that needed at-
tention.  
 
Information exchange with the foreign institutions 
The need for improvement of cooperation with foreign institutions was emphasized a lot in 
the answers, for example in question 3 (appendix 2) when the respondents were asked to 
describe the biggest obstacles for fluent application processing, out of 22 responses 13 
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The customer letters needs to edited too much
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Ways to work are not unified
Negligence
Too fast working pace
Too slow working pace
Getting the needed information from customers
Sending letters instead of calling to customers
Other, what?
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It was mentioned that the information exchange with some of the countries is rather bad 
(Norway, United Kingdom) and almost non-existent with some (Denmark, Germany, Bul-
garia, Greece). From the previously mentioned countries the SED-forms are being re-
turned with defects and without needed information or it could be possible that even no 
answers are being received. This was thought to be confusing and unfair for customers.  
 
Many respondents brought up that it would be good if all EU-countries had the possibility 
to change information electronically or had a common information system. There was also 
wishes about the possibility to change information (SED-form and additional questions) 
through secured e-mail connection with other institutions also, Norway, Sweden and Po-
land was mentioned, as at the time it is only possible fluently with Estonia. In addition 
there was suggestion that the sent SED-forms could be saved somewhere for future 
needs (annual checks) like we do currently with those that have been sent to Estonia. 
Overall it was realized that the use of SED-forms is very slow and it would help if there 
was electronic SED-forms which could be partly filled automatically from the system or the 
SED-forms would be otherwise simpler.  
 
Additionally there were ponderings of the necessity to send SED-forms into another coun-
try just to get a confirmation of family relationships. There was also a suggestion that the 
SED would be sent to the other country just to inform them after a decision and they 
would only respond if the family does not belong to the same household (which is a ne-
cessity for Finnish child benefit) or they need to inform something else significant.  
 
The respondents wished that English language would be used by us in all cases when 
there is information exchange with other institutions (currently it is possible for all institu-
tions to use their own official languages) and that those employees using SED-forms 
would have linguistic levels (English & Swedish) at a certain level so that misunderstand-
ings can be excluded. In addition it was suggested that we would request the other coun-
tries to use English in information exchange (in SED-forms and letters) so that the pro-
cessing/answering could be faster.   
 
Other development suggestions considering information exchange with foreign institu-
tions:  
 There were requests that a list of contact persons in other institutions would be 
formed so that you could call or email these persons in case additional clarification 
is needed.  
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 A wish that SED-forms that are sent to Poland could be sent to the head office and 
they could then forward them to the municipal offices (currently there is a wish 
from Poland that the SED-form are being sent directly to the municipal office 
where the family resides).  
 One respondent felt that there is differentiation in ways of working or handling the 
cases: some employees double check matters in cases that could be resolved 
right away; e.g. ask unnecessary things from foreign institutions 
 
Problems in the application form 
Overall the issue of incompletely filled application forms was mentioned by many, for ex-
ample in the for example in question 3 (appendix 2) when the respondents were asked to 
describe the biggest obstacles for fluent application processing, out of 22 responses 11 
respondents mentioned problems in the application form, as it results to prolonged lead 
time, because due to the incompletions in the form and as a result additional information 
must be requested from the customer. The issue was mentioned reoccurring in almost all 
of the new applications left by the customers regardless of which way it has arrived 
(through customer service desk, online service, post).  
 
There were some information that is needed in the international child allowance applica-
tion processing but it is not asked in the application form (in paper form of in the electronic 
form) and wishes of adding these questions to the form were presented: 
 BIC-code for a foreign bank account number 
 Foreign social security numbers of the whole family 
 The address of the family in the other country 
 Family relationships: a clear question whether or not the person has a spouse in 
another country and the reason for living separately.  
 A question of who is the child living with (we need to know if the child belongs to 
the same household with the applicant) 
 In addition it was mentioned that the bank account number should be able to re-
ceive through word of mouth 
 
Templates for customer letters and phrases and templates for decisions 
Many brought up that they felt that the phrases and templates for decisions or letters were 
not up-to-date in international matters and that they should be formatted into more suita-
ble form and add some for different type of situations. In question 3 (appendix 2) when the 
respondents were asked to describe the biggest obstacles for fluent application pro-
cessing, out of 22 responses eight respondents mentioned problems in the letter tem-




It was mentioned that because the phrases doesn’t suit for international cases it makes 
the process very slow because they need to be formatted a lot. Especially the respond-
ents mentioned that in cases concerning termination of benefit because of termination of 
employment, overpayments and the recoveries of overpayments, the phrases are insuffi-
cient. In addition there was a specific request for two new phrases; one for a situation 
where a child moves to another country and a phrase about the economic activity of the 
applicant.  
 
About the letter templates there were suggestions that they would be more customizable, 
e.g. so that behind additional screen you could choose variables that apply for the specific 
situation. Especially the template about the possible right to apply family benefits in two 
countries was mentioned and there was a wish that a similar template for a situation 
where the child is not living in Finland would be formed. In addition there was a wish that 
to a template of common additional information requests a question of six month retro-
spective application period would be added.  Furthermore it was brought up that a letter 
concerning an increase for families of more than one children is often hard to understand 
for foreign customers. The amount of child benefit increases according the amount of chil-
dren eligible for the benefit and the right for the increase is only if all the child benefits are 
granted to the same person (Kela, 2016b). The difficulty of understanding the letter might 
rise from the fact that usually the language skills of foreign families (usually refugees) are 
limited. In addition because the amount increases only if all the child benefits are granted 
to the same person. The foreigners (especially) have hard time to understand this as the 
family usually has only one bank account into which all benefits are received to not de-
pending on to who the benefit is actually granted. 
 
Technical difficulties 
Many respondent brought up that CICS is quite stiff and old-fashioned as a system and 
requires often different kinds of gimmicks and tricks in order for to complete a decision. 
Especially few problem points were mentioned that bring additional troubles; 
 Technical issue when the system informs you to “check the spouse information 
from an earlier stage” and doesn’t let to continue. This often leads to a situation 
where you will need to do two decisions in vain and the system lets you do only 
one decision per day (see following issue). Problems also occurs when the system 
forces to check the decision from far back retroactively which causes a lot of trou-
bles and takes a lot of time 
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 The issue that the system lets you do only one decision per day. This confuses the 
customers when they received decisions about the same matter several days in a 
row 
 In the cases where the customer applies both child benefit and child homecare al-
lowance and Finland is the secondary country to pay the benefits (The family has 
a right to get family benefits also from another EU-country, which pays the benefit 
in full amount and Kela pays the difference, family benefits in Finland deducted 
with the family benefits of the other country) there are serious issues because of 
the technical issues (not enough room for all information). This might lead to cases 
where unnecessary overpayments are born, which are then eliminated in the next 
decision (the decisions are sent on different days as a result of the previous prob-
lem). This causes a lot of confusing situations to the customers but also problems 
to the benefits handlers  
 
All in all it was also noted that if the technical issues cannot all be eliminated, at least the 
gimmicks and tricks should be brought into everybody’s knowledge.  
 
Finnish social security coverage 
In general it was noted that the cooperation with the teams that handle Finnish social se-
curity coverage should be improved because it confirm a fluent process for the customer 
because both are quite dependent of each other. The respondents emphasized especially 
about how important the Finnish social security coverage in a whole (the teams that work 
with it and the “benefit” it self) is for international child allowance. In question 5 (appendix 
2) when the respondents were asked if there could be ways to improve the handling pro-
cess of international family benefits by improving cooperation in Kela between different 
team or units, out of 17 respondents eight respondents mentioned cooperation with the 
Finnish social security teams. 
 
In many circumstances international child benefit cases need to left waiting for the deci-
sion on Finnish social security coverage and the waiting times can be really long in some 
situations. Some respondents noted that the best case would be that all of those who 
solve international child benefit cases should have a knowledge also in Finnish social se-
curity coverage so that they could solve both benefits simultaneously, the cases wouldn’t 
need to be left waiting and the customer’s case would proceed in the best way possible. 
 
Two respondents suggested that we should form work-partners so that the pair would 
consist of one international family benefits handler and one Finnish social security handler 
so that the pair could then solve the cases together at the same time without unnecessary 
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waiting. Furthermore the respondents hoped that there would be open discussion about 
the cases and interpretations that consider both international family benefits and Finnish 
social security coverage. 
 
Some respondents hoped that those who handle Finnish social security coverage cases 
would use more the specifier “vakuuttaminen ratkaistu (Finnish social security coverage 
solved)” in OIWA and those solving the international family benefits would use the speci-
fier “*etuus (benefit)” so that the cases that involve both benefits can be more easier spot-
ted from the other cases.  In addition there was a wish that for those teams that solve 
Finnish social security coverage it would be necessary that they would reminded of what 
cases bring out automatic impulses in OIWA to international family benefits, so that they 
are more aware of the situation and do not trust the system in vain.  
 
In few answers it was mentioned that there is some overlapping work done in the teams 
that handle the international family benefits and those that handle Finnish social security 
coverage as both do annual follow-up in certain cases to make sure the applicant still 
works in Finland. There was also pondering about the issue of whether or not the follow-
ups are done with same principles and if the customer is being contacted from both bene-
fits whereas only one contact would be enough.  
 
Defects in guidelines/instructions or the fact that they are too scattered 
Five respondents out of 22 mentioned problems in the guidelines and instructions in the 
question 3 (appendix 2) when the respondents were asked to describe the biggest obsta-
cles for fluent application processing. Many respondents mentioned that the issue of the 
guidelines being too scattered around (the instruction can be found from e-mail, network 
drive and in intranet) is a big problem, and it delays the work a lot because you spend 
time in finding the right instruction. In addition the fact that the guidelines are changed a 
lot can be very confusing because you might not remember where from you can find the 
latest information.  
 
There was a suggestion that all instructions and guidelines would be taken either to the 
network drive or into intranet and they would be in a logical order with clear titles. Further-
more it was mentioned that there is a lot of silent knowledge present that has not been 
written down. All in all the guidelines that can be found in the intranet about international 






Unnecessary work in OIWA 
The respondents mentioned several issues of unnecessary work that they felt that could 
possibly be eliminated entirely: 
 Barriers to payments (maksuesteet in Finnish) 
o In some situations there can be even three OIWA-impulses about the same 
case, just with different specifiers 
o There should be enough people to do the barrier to payment-cases each 
month, so that the customers situation could be considered as a whole and 
the whole package could be taken care at once (instead of just the one bar-
rier of payment-case) and still there is time to take care of all the barriers to 
payments-cases before the deadline  
 The issue that payment orders (maksuosoitus in Finnish ) need to be done with as-
signment orders in OIWA, everyone should be able to do them by themselves 
 The need for municipal statement when underage child applies for the child benefit 
for themselves 
 The cases of processed condition override (käsitelty -tilainen ohitettu in Finnish) 
with the specifier of child social security coverage should be eliminated as they are 
useless work 
 The necessity of all follow-up and technical follow-up impulses was also ques-
tioned 
 
The process to apply for the short personal identification number 
Six respondents out of 21 mentioned the process of applying the short personal identifica-
tion number in the question 4 (appendix 2) when the respondents were asked if there are 
clearly matters that could be done more easily or are simply waste in the process or ways 
of working. The respondents brought up this part of the process to be quite time consum-
ing, especially considering that it is only used for technical reason inside Kela and is no 
use for the customer. It was emphasized that this part of the process might take several 
days and is also otherwise time consuming especially for those cases where the family 
has many children as you will need to fill out a form (internal purposes only) out of each 
child and then transfer these forms to OIWA all as a separate documents. After this these 
documents will be transferred to a different team and they handle actual the short per-
sonal identification number reservation. 
 
It was suggested by many of the respondents that those who handle the international child 
benefit could reserve these short personal identification numbers by themselves without 
the other team or at least the requests should be able to do without the form just writing 
the information down into an OIWA-comment. 
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Registering the applicants information to the system first hand 
Few respondents brought up the problem of not registering the applicants’ information the 
first time when the application is taken for processing. This leads into unnecessary re-
quest of further clarification and could prolong the processing time because if the infor-
mation is not registered the benefits handler might miss to notice that there is a mistake in 
the bank account number or it might be missing, the application is submitted late and a 
clarification of that is needed or the customer needs to be informed about increase for 
families with multiple children.  
 
Usage of comments 
It was mentioned that too often the comments lack sufficient information of the case and 
the actions that have already been made, because of this it takes a lot of time for the next 
person to get a hold of the case. The respondents brought up that a good comment 
should at least consist the basic information about the case and information about why is 
it under handling and what is it waiting for (if it is) and what are the next steps. This allows 
the next person to start the case with good base information and save time. Furthermore if 
additional information from the customer is needed, it should be written to the comment 
and the comment should lifted into “palvelutiedot -näyttöön (service information display)” 
so that customer service can more easily spot this in case the customer contacts Kela. 
 
Deficiencies in in language skills 
Few respondents suggested that all those cases that require English or Swedish lan-
guages would be directed to those employees that have a good skills in that language in 
order for the case to go as fluently as possible and persons who don’t have good lan-
guage skills would not need to use the help of other to solve these cases. This would also 
eliminate the possible misunderstanding that results from insufficient understanding of the 
language in question.  
 
One respondent also stated that taken into consideration that Kela’s Centre for Interna-
tional affairs is working both nationally and internationally the unit has too few employees 
that have good skills in English and Swedish and that this should be taken into considera-
tion when doing future recruiting.  
 
Contacts to the customers 
Many respondents mentioned that matters would go much fluently if the customer would 
be called instead of sending a letter in case addition information is needed. Generally it 
was wished that all information, including the bank account number could be accepted 




Few persons criticized the pressure of calling to customers instead of sending letters and 
did not see it as a problem at all. Some brought up the challenge of calling to customers 
as they tend not to answer to the phone, or if they answer in many cases there is difficul-
ties in finding a common language.  
 
Other issues 
There was a wish that the counselling of difficult cases would be directed to those that 
have been separately named to give this counselling, so that others could concentrate on 
their work better. In addition it was emphasized that all should do full investigation of the 
case and search an answer through instructions before turning to counselling. Resource-
fulness and each taking responsibility of their own competencies was highlighted.  
 
One person wished for more training and more counselling and few brought up that the 
insufficiencies in knowledge of the international child home care allowance bring chal-
lenges into the work as they are so closely connected, have on partly common process 
and often need to be solved simultaneously.  
 
The working methods of others was a discussion of some respondents as there is quite a 
lot of diversity of how to solve certain cases. Things that were brought up were e.g. the 
importance of getting to know the customers case throughout before resolving it, waiting 
for a respond much longer than needed and not making all necessary actions in OIWA 
(not attaching all documents and contacts to the case). In addition the courage to solve 
the cases and end a case was brought up, as some respondents felt that more courage is 
definitely needed.  
 
Few respondents brought up that if the cases are left waiting for too short period of time, it 
results that they come too quickly without sufficient information back to the work queue 
and require one person’s labour input in vain, because that person just need to put it back 
on hold. Some suggested that more cases should be left to wait into own work queue, so 
that they are then done ASAP when the needed information is at hand. It was also noted 
that in this case the managers should be prepared that the morning hours go into solving 
the cases in own work queues.  
 
In addition it was suggested that temporary decisions (according to EU regulations) 
should be used more already in the beginning of the case, before sending the SED-form. 
Then we could only inform the other country about our decision with a SED-form. It was 
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also noted that each time a SED-form is sent, the customer should be informed about this, 
so that we avoid unnecessary contacts from the customer.  
 
Also these issues were brought up: 
 Some respondent felt that too fast working pace and the pressure of doing more 
and more is leading to negligence mistakes, which then take a lot of time to solve 
and correct 
 It was pointed out that in some situations the process and the guidelines differ 
from each other quite a lot 
 It was suggested that if a customer uses too actively the possibility to send mes-
sages (e.g. over 20 messages during a month), the customer would be requested 
to contact by phone in the future 
 There was a suggestion that everyone should get two computer screens in order 
to work as fluently as possible and to be able to view all/many of the windows 
needed in the handling simultaneously and much easier 
 
Furthermore, two respondents emphasized that there are major issues and problems also 
in the international child home care allowance that should be interfered. As an example 
the respondents described that the information system itself is defective and would need 
an update, in addition the guidelines are impalpable and especially following the article 59 
of European Union act 987/2009 is particularly difficult and substandard.  
 
Cooperation with other teams or units in Kela 
The respondent also presented some direct feedbacks or cooperation feedback sugges-
tions for other teams or units in Kela. Many of the comments and wishes for improvement 
of cooperation were directed to customer service. There were wishes and notes about the 
following issues: 
 The ability for the customers to send messages in E-Service should be marketed 
actively to all customers 
 All contacts should be correctly attached into right cases in OIWA 
 Hurrying up a case should be done with special notion 
 Being observant when customer contacts, in case there is somethings that has 
been requested from the customer 
 Not taking call back requests in cases where the same matter have been ex-




 More courage to make assignments if there is a slight suggestion that something 
that the customer has told would have an effect to something 
 To be precise when accepting applications; making sure that all necessary infor-
mation is filled, especially 6 month retrospective application due date and the abil-
ity to apply multiple children increase 
 
Furthermore it was wished that those who solve national child benefit cases would be 
more cautious in recognizing the international cases and then transferring them to the 
Centre of International Affairs. This would eliminate a lot of useless work from those who 
handle international child benefit.  
 
It was also mentioned that it would be good if the scanning team would take care that the 
documents have been indexed correctly and that the country codes for SED-form has 
been registered, as changing these takes a lot of time once the documents have been 
transferred into OIWA.  
 
Benefits that the respondents hoped to gain form Lean -development 
In the last open question of the 1st questionnaire the respondent were asked what kind of 
benefits they wished to gain from Lean-development into their own work. Below are all an-
swers, a straight translation from Finnish into English as closely as possible. 
 I would hope for the process to quicken and to ease up 
 That everybody’s working methods would be unified. Better comments. A better 
functioning information systems. 
 Unifying the process between all employees 
 I would hope that the employee perspective and suggestions would be considered 
seriously and that the defects would be fixed in reality  
 To eliminate unnecessary work stages. To improve/develop/quicken the process. 
Unified working methods 
 To get tools to view the processes from an different angle that it is used to and 
through that possibly find unnecessary work stages that could be eliminated , re-
newed, better ways to work 
 That the customers’ case could be handled equally, fairly and relatively fast. We 
could give decisions that are based on real knowledge instead of something “a bit 
like that” or “let’s just do this so that we can get this over with”. This is the reason 
why I believe that not all stages of the process can be eliminated, but the coopera-
tion between other countries should be developed. At the moment it’s not working 
because the information is not flowing.  
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 Clarity and simplifying the process 
 Clear guidelines for the work 
 I would hope that the workshop can identify unnecessary phases from the work, if 
there are clearly such. I hope that after the workshop a best way to deal customers 
cases is recognized and implemented. As a quite new employee I hope that the 
old stagers would bring their knowledge to be shared into the workshop 
 Clarity and better interaction with other teams etc. 
 To eliminate possible unnecessary stages of the work. In order not have to use a 
multiple time to handle cases with Swedish or English language compared to the 
Finnish ones 
 To be able to quicken the lead time, less stiff process and customer oriented oper-
ations 
 Hope to make the work more fluent and to increase own use of OIWA in decision 
making 
 I hope that if there is somethings found that needed fixing or changing and they 
are significant for the work or they have something to do with efficiency of the 
work, these changes will be implemented ASAP 
 Changes into the application form of child benefit and to decision phrase tem-
plates. It would be good to have readymade templates also to be used in OIWA’s 
message field as currently it is quite time consuming to format them. To improve 
the process to apply for the short personal identification number 
 Good tips to improve the process 
 New view and new ideas 
5.2 Workshop 
The workshop was held on 5th and 6th of November 2015. It was attended with three pro-
cess owners, five benefits handlers, one benefits manager and the two team managers of 
the teams that handle the international family benefits (of which the researcher was the 
other one), in addition a group manager attended in the last day to hear about the devel-
opment suggestions. Because there were three process owners present there were four 
of us that were in charge of the execution of the workshop, all of us with slightly different 
roles and range of responsibility. During the entire workshop one of us who were arrang-
ing the workshop wrote down into post-it notes the problems and obstacles for the fluent 
process based on to the discussions and assignments that were being done. These post-it 




During the two days there were some Lean-awareness info-points were the participants 
were given information about lean principles. For example short history of lean, the defini-
tions of value and non-value-adding activities, eight main types of wastes that Liker (2010, 
28-29) described were also represented.   
 
The workshop was only two days which gave some challenges time-wise to its implemen-
tation. In the beginning of the workshop all attendants were asked to specify which prob-
lem they most looked forward in finding a solution in the workshop, they were asked “what 
are you waiting for to change?”(See appendix 4).  Mostly the attendants looked for solu-
tions to ease up the process with the SED-forms and cooperation with the foreign institu-
tions. In addition some brought up their concerns and hopes that the development ideas 
would actually progress and be taken seriously. Furthermore cooperation with other units 
and other employees that handle different benefits were brought up.  
 
Next the attendants were divided into three groups and they were all given one example 
case (all different ones) that were picked from the sampling of 40 cases that were investi-
gated before the workshop. They were asked to go through the cases and spot things that 
could have been done better and what went “wrong” if there was such things. The pur-
pose of this exercise was to waken up the members to think about the process critically 
and to think ways how it could have happened much smoother. After the analysis the 
teams represented the cases and findings to the others and discussions about the cases 
and current process happened.  
 
Next the groups were tasked to describe the current process and identify the obstacles 
and problem points that currently causes delays in the process. The groups were told to 
think about the most common cases that are about 80 percent of the total amount of all 
cases and describe all the actions needed in the progressing of the application from the 
arrival of the application up until to the point where the customer receives a decision (plus 
the required post-actions) onto post-it notes into flip boards. With discussing about the 
matter the attendants started to draw the value stream and analysing waste and other 
non-value adding activities and differentiate them from the value adding activities. After all 
groups had mapped their current process they represented it to others and discussions 
about them took place. The discussion was about the differences in the maps drawn by 
different groups and the effect of variation in working methods into fluentness of process. 
In addition there was discussion about the strengths and weaknesses of the current pro-




Based on the discussion of the current processes and the problem points in it, the partici-
pants of the workshop started to draft an ideal process into a flip board and post-it notes 
that would be ideal for both the customer and fluent for the employees and into which all 
would commit to. The current obstacles for the ideal process were listed into separate 
post-it notes. The ideal process that was created in the workshop is in appendix 6. 
 
As mentioned, one of us who were part in arranging the workshop, gathered obstacles, 
problems and development suggestions into post-it notes during the entire workshop. In 
the last day these post-it notes were gathered into a flip board and all development sug-
gestions/problem points were went through. For all development suggestions an imple-
mentation plan was drafted and persons responsible for the changes were assigned.  
Some development suggestion needed some additional clarification and sorting and were 
left for further processing, but still listed into the development suggestions. In addition to 
the development suggestion that came through the workshop, the development sugges-
tions that rose from the answers of the 1st questionnaire were discussed and listed into the 
flip board. Development suggestions in flip board as an appendix 7. 
 
In the end there was a discussion about the first question in the workshop when the partic-
ipants were asked to specify which problem they most looked forward in finding a solution 
in the workshop “what are you waiting for to change?”(Appendix 4). Then the attendants 
mostly looked for solutions to ease up the process with the SED-forms and cooperation 
with the foreign institutions. However, in the end of the workshop the participants stated 
that the SED-process in not such a big problem, but more a necessity for the application 
processing of international child allowance. It was realized that those situations where a 
SED-form is now necessary but could be left out in the future were not found. Neverthe-
less, some tips for doing things faster and easier were shared and the discussion were 
forwarded to next meetings were all employees that handle international child allowance 
would be present. 
 
After the workshop the ideal process and the development suggestions (both from the 1st 
questionnaire and from the workshop) were presented in few meetings to all employees 
that handle international child allowance.  
5.3 Implementing the development suggestions 
All the development suggestions were gathered into one file (appendix 8) where it would 
be possible for everyone to follow the progress of the suggestions and to know who are 
responsible of them. After the workshop and the first questionnaire few employees sent 
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some additional development suggestions to the researcher via e-mail. These sugges-
tions were added to the development suggestions table also (appendix 8). The sugges-
tions in the table are divided into three sections; changes that have been implemented, 
changes still under progress and changes not going to be implemented. In addition the im-
plementation time is mentioned in the table as well as the person responsible for those 
changes that are still under progress (however, the names are confidential and not shown 
in this thesis).  
 
Issues that could be changed right away by changing our own behaviour were immedi-
ately taken into action. These matters were discussed and instructed in the first meetings 
with the whole team about the development suggestions in December 2015.  Other mat-
ters that required more investigating or needed help from other teams or units were in-
structed and implemented as they were finished, mainly during spring 2016.  
 
Changes that have been implemented 
As mentioned the changes started with instructing matters that could be made by chang-
ing our own behaviour and therefore in the first meetings after the workshop the following 
matters were implemented.  
 
It was recommended that English language would be used when interacting with other in-
stitutions, with the exception of Sweden where the form can also be sent in Swedish. 
Mainly meaning SED-forms, as some employees used Finnish forms and some English 
forms, other communication already happened in English.  
 
There was a suggestion that SED-forms that are sent to Poland could be sent to the head 
office and they could then forward them to the municipal offices. Currently there is a wish 
from Poland that the SED-forms are being sent directly to the municipal office where the 
family that is living in Poland resides. The root of this problem was that sometimes it is dif-
ficult to know which the correct municipal office is and the employees might need to guess 
it, which sometimes results as the SED-form being returned to sender. In this matter we 
came to a conclusion that if there is a certainty of the municipality, then the SED should 
be sent directly there and if there is uncertainty, the SED can be sent to the Head office in 
Warsaw which will then forward it to the right office.  
 
The respondents of the first questionnaire as well as the participants of the workshop 
brought up the long waiting time when in need to wait for the social security decisions of 
ETK (Finnish Centre for Pensions). Currently whereas Kela issues most of the Finnish so-
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cial security decisions, there are still some distinct cases (e.g. posted employees and em-
ployees or entrepreneurs working in several EU-countries) where ETK issues the decision 
of the case and often they tend to take a lot of time. The problem for international family 
benefits lie in the issue that the Finnish social security coverage needs to be solved be-
fore a decision for e.g. child benefit can be given. ETK cannot rush the decisions without a 
purpose, but we can rush the decision if know that the customer’s income depends of the 
decision. In addition we can guide the customer to contact ETK and rush the process 
themselves.  
 
Also both the respondents of the first questionnaire as well as the participants of the work-
shop brought up a problem of the current method of doing the barriers of payments. The 
barriers of payments are cases that rise into the work queue each month on a specific day 
(few days before the payment day) and inform of a barrier of payment into the customers 
child benefit, set by either automatic impulse or by a benefits handler. There are multiple 
reasons why there might be a barrier of payment in a case e.g. moving abroad and the 
benefit needs to be terminated. The barriers of payments always needs to be done/all 
checked before the payment day, so there are only few days to do them and the amount 
is around 400-500 cases each month. Before the instructions were such that only the bar-
rier of payment should be done and the possible other matters could be left waiting for a 
better time. However, as a result of the comments and further thought it was instructed 
and the guidelines changed so that the whole situation and all cases of the customer 
should be handled as far as possible instead of just the barrier of payment. The managers 
make sure that there are enough people to handle the cases so that they are still man-
aged before due date. However it was emphasized that special consideration and com-
mon sense should be used if there are especially time consuming cases, since the barri-
ers of payments still have a due date. 
 
In addition in one of the meetings about lean changes one participant of the workshop, a 
benefits handler who is very fluent technically and uses OIWA and all information there as 
it is supposed to, showed everyone else how to best proceed in order to understand the 
customers case wholly and to utilize the information in a best way. The aim was to present 
the ideal process (appendix 6) that was drafted in the workshop and to go through few 
cases by using that process. After this meeting, the social security teams and one other 
benefits team (in Kela’s Centre of International Affairs) heard of the presentation of the 
ideal process and the managers of these teams requested if this benefits handler could 
also come to their meeting and represent the same matters and the ideal process to them 
also. As a result, few weeks later a meeting was held where about 70 employees from 
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these other teams were present and they were introduced the same matters about how to 
best utilize the knowledge in OIWA.  
 
Especially in the workshop there was a vivid discussion about whether or not the cases 
should be left to wait into one’s own work queue or into the general work queue. Formerly 
there was a lot of variation about this between the employees as some tended to leave 
the cases to be left in their own queue and some left none. This resulted that some em-
ployees requested often “own work queue –days” which messed up the ready-made work 
shifts. In addition it became a bit tricky if someone got sick. However, there were some 
good sides also in leaving the cases into own work queue, as often those cases were 
quite tricky and needed special engagement. In addition they were done much faster if left 
to one’s own work queue. After consideration it was suggested that if it is a tricky case, it 
can be left to wait into one's personal work queue, other cases only with malice afore-
thought should be left waiting in own work queue as "own work queue- days cannot be 
granted all the time, everyone is responsible of their own work queue by themselves. 
 
The employees were encouraged to make decisions also in cases that seems ongoing 
forever. Sometimes there are cases that seems to go on and on forever without a conclu-
sion, a stop should be done at some point and decision should be given. These cases 
should always have sufficient commenting about why the following conclusion was made. 
For the future it was agreed that all could bring out examples of these tricky cases into 
meetings so that we could go through them together in order to find a common way of do-
ing things. 
 
In addition the following matters were instructed: 
 If the foreign social security numbers is missing from the persons information, it 
can be registered 
 Cases should not be selected from the work queue otherwise that what is in-
structed in the work shifts 
 When a case is left waiting, a sufficient waiting time should be choses so that the 
case will not drop too soon back to the work queue; A child expected to be born 
should be left to wait for 3 weeks after the due date, in other cases a little bit 
longer time that the due date is necessary, so that the case is not available in the 
work queue prematurely (scanning delay needs to be concerned) 
 All need to remember to use “vakuuttaminen ratkaistu (Finnish social security cov-
erage solved)” in OIWA and the use of “*etuus (benefit)” as has been agreed ear-
lier, so that the cases that involve both benefits can be more easier spotted from 
the other cases 
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 The customer should be informed about how the matter is proceeding; primary 
method of contacting is by phone, secondary by message and the last mean is by 
letter. If customer is not reached with the first phone call (in these cases) one can 
send a message or a letter. Everyone is responsible of acting as commonly agreed 
in Kela. Especially in cases where we have sent an information request for a for-
eign institution, the customer should always be informed of what is happening 
 Temporary decisions can be used as agreed and so that they follow the EU-law in 
cases that are clear. Few example cases were presented to the teams. 
 
The following matters needed some help from the other teams and units in Kela but was 
implemented during winter 2015 - spring 2016. After the changes were ready the teams 
were informed and instructed about the matters.  
 
A problem concerning about requesting E104 form the country of origin, when family is 
moving to Finland (from another EU-country) raised a lot of discussions in the meetings 
held as well as in the workshop, it was also mentioned in the questionnaire response’s. 
E104- form is an official communication form of the European Union given to the customer 
by the competent authority, it is a certificate that provides information about during which 
period of time the person has been covered by the social security of the country in ques-
tion. The social security coverage of people moving from one EU country to another is co-
ordinated by Regulation 883/2004 of the European Parliament and the Council, the pur-
pose is to ensure that the person is covered by only one country’s social security at a 
time. The principal rule is that the person should be covered by the country he/she is 
working in (or is otherwise economically active that can be equated to working), otherwise 
the person should be covered in a country he/she permanently resides. (Regulation on the 
coordination of social security systems 883/2004) 
 
The problem in these cases that were brought up lies in situations where a person is mov-
ing to Finland without the purpose of working, e.g. as a family member. In case the person 
does not inform in an application for the Finnish social security that he/she still is covered 
by another country’s social security, he/she is covered by Finnish social security (if other-
wise eligible) and no E104-form is requested. However, based on the experience of those 
who handle international family benefits, it often is revealed (as it is usually a must to con-
tact foreign institutions when granting family benefits in these cases) that the person is re-
ceiving a benefit from the country of origin that can be equated as working e.g. parental 
allowances and is therefore covered by that country’s social security as long as the benefit 
is being paid. This causes problems as the social security decisions needs to be corrected 
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and the benefits need to wait all this to be solved before any decisions of them can be 
given.  
 
After negotiations with the lawyers and the teams that handle Finnish social security we 
came to a conclusion that in the future the social security coverage-teams will request a 
E104-form from Estonia (from which the majority of immigrants come from) with a secure 
e-mail connection, in the following cases: Person is moving to Finland from Estonia and is 
pregnant of has children that are under 1 years old and therefore it could be assumed that 
she receives parental allowance from Estonia. The risk for defects for other cases and 
countries (that are rarer) was issued and it was decided that with other countries or with 
other types of cases the issue just need to be handled afterwards when handling the inter-
national family benefits. 
 
In addition there were few issues concerning inner processes and forms that were only 
used to Kela’s own purposes and not bring any additional value to the customer into which 
we tried to find a better solution. These issues were about the payment orders (maksuo-
soitus in Finnish) and the process to apply for the short personal identification number. In 
both situations before the changes, the teams needed to fill out a form (only for Kela’s 
own purposes) that needed to be added to OIWA and then transferred to another team 
that then handled either the payment order or applied the short personal number and after 
that returned the case back to the team that could then resolve the actual benefit case. 
The same process took place also in other benefits in Kela, not only in international child 
benefit.  
 
After some negotiations, it was agreed that the teams can implement the whole payment 
order process by themselves, without the form and the other team. In addition the process 
of applying the short personal identification number has been changed so that the interna-
tional family benefit teams (and also other teams that need this process both in Centre for 
International affairs and else) can apply it for themselves without the help of the team that 
previously did them centred and without the form. Trainings were arranged on February 
2016 for those that needed to apply for short personal identification number. As a result of 
only these changes the processing time has decreased several days and the work has 
few less unnecessary phases.  
 
There were wishes in the first questionnaire that the bureaucracy for additional questions 
from another country could be lightened by e.g. requesting the additional information after 
SED-forms via secured e-mail connection. After institution negotiations with Estonia was 
held (our biggest cooperation partner in child benefit) Estonia has agreed to share some 
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information via secured e-mail. In case there are problems, further negotiations with Esto-
nia can be held. In addition we had good discussions in the meetings about the necessity 
to not send SED-forms at all in some cases. No conclusions were yet reached, but it was 
agreed that examples of cases are being gathered and then can be went through in future 
meetings.  
 
In addition the issue of the use of English language, or the lack of it, by the other institu-
tions in other EU -countries were brought up in the institution negotiations in spring 2016. 
Institution negotiations are held at regular intervals between the EU-countries/the institu-
tions that handle social security matters. A wish was presented in the Institution negotia-
tions about the preferred use of English in information exchange, however it cannot be re-
quested as all countries have the right to use their own languages. It was agreed that we 
continue to use translation services and the linguistic capabilities that our own personnel 
has and a wish of an English response in order to rush the process can be added to let-
ters and SED cover letters. 
 
In the customer service it has been possible for some time to apply for some benefits by 
word of mouth, so that Kela’s representative would fill out the application straight to the 
system by enquiring needed questions from the customer verbally. However, no such pos-
sibility has been utilized in Kela’s Centre of International Affairs. As a result of the devel-
opment suggestion that came in the workshop the possibility of utilizing this it was investi-
gated and taken into practice. The trainings for the international family benefit teams 
about applying child benefit via phone verbally were held in April 2016.  
 
In addition there was a wish that the customer service guidelines would be better so that 
they can request the needed information and attachments also in international cases. As a 
result of this the process owners made more specified guidelines to customer service 
teams into Kela’s intranet. In addition the process owners held some training sessions for 
the teams that handle national child benefit in order for them to better recognize the inter-
national cases and therefore avoid defects in the work. This was also based on the wishes 
that were presented in the first questionnaire but have been an issue for a longer time. 
 
In the first questionnaire many brought up the problem about the letter templates. After 
further enquiry to the teams via email, we received more specific information about which 
letters should be changed and how. It is not possible for the teams to change the letter 
templates themselves and therefore some help from another unit was required in imple-
menting the changes. It was brought up that a letter template about the deduction of ex-
cess payment that has been formed in another country needed a lot of formatting and was 
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felt as quite problematic. It appeared that the letter was misunderstood and it was clarified 
to everyone that the purpose of the template is to use it through recovery-progress in 
CICS so that all the variables are available and the template doesn’t need so much for-
matting. In addition there was a wish that a question about the 6 month retrospective ap-
plication deadline would added as a variable into the common additional information re-
quest template. As a result of the wish the variable was added to the letter and therefore it 
no longer was necessary to write it by hand each time.  
 
We requested some changes into the child benefit application form based on the develop-
ment suggestions. The same application form is used in both national and international 
child benefit and there is certain limits for the length of it which causes obstacle for adding 
a lot of new issues to it. However, the following changes were made to the application 
form on the basis of our comments, the changes were implemented to the form on May 
2016:  
• A request to fill out a BIC-code of the bank account number if the bank ac-
count is abroad 
• Question of foreign social security numbers of the whole family 
• The address of the family in the other country 
• A clear question whether or not the person has a spouse in another country 
and the reason for living separately.  
• A question of who is the child living with and in which country 
• A question whether the applicant or the spouse is working in another coun-
try 
 
In addition a list of feedback were gathered to customer service teams and to teams that 
handle Finnish social security coverage and it was forwarded and discussed with the man-
agers of the teams who then took the feedback to their own teams. Lists of matters pre-
sented below. 
Feedback to customer service teams 
• The ability to send messages in E-Service should be marketed actively to 
all customers 
• All contacts should be correctly attached into right cases in OIWA 
• Hurrying up a case should be done with special notion 
• Being observant when customer contacts, in case there is somethings that 
has been requested from the customer 
• Not taking call back requests in cases where the same matter have been 
explained with several call, messages or letter and all important issues are 
written in comments 
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• More courage to make assignments if there is a slight suggestion that 
something that the customer has told would have an effect to something 
• To be precise when accepting applications; making sure that all necessary 
information is filled, especially 6 month retrospective application due date 
and the ability to apply multiple children increase 
 
Feedback to Finnish social security teams: 
• A wish to remind about commenting also about those cases that seem ob-
vious to those who handle Finnish social security coverage 
• There is a need to remind the teams of what cases bring out automatic im-
pulses in OIWA to international family benefits, so that they are more 
aware of the situation and do not trust the system in vain 
• Assignment orders to international family benefit should be created when a 
family from another EU-country moves follows a family member to Finland. 
This would help to avoid excess payment from the other EU-country and 
eliminate a lot of unnecessary work from us, the foreign institution and the 
customer if it is notified in time 
• A suggestion that Finnish social security coverage teams would register 
spouse information in cases where the spouse is insured in family reasons, 
so that the information is the already available in family benefits 
• Managers of family benefits and social security coverage teams should find 
a way to make the work shifts in a way that eliminates excessive waiting 
times and both go hand-in-hand as fluently as possible 
 
Changes that are still under progress  
As mentioned above, some changes in the letter templates were done already, however 
some changes for the templates are still under progress. There were wishes that more 
variables would be added to the template about the possible right to apply family benefits 
in two countries so that the letter is more easily formatted, the letter at its current state is 
not very usable as it assumes that it is not known what the person in question is doing 
whereas usually it is known. In addition there is a need for a similar template for a situa-
tion where the child is not living in Finland. In addition there was a general wish about the 
letter templates that they would be more customizable, e.g. so that behind additional 
screen you could choose variables that apply for the specific situation. These changes are 
still under progress as we are trying to find the best way to implement these changes, ex-




In addition still under progress is the investigation of the possibility to send SED-forms to 
other institutions via secured e-mail. We currently do this with Estonia, and have very 
good experiences of it as due to the change of sending form via email instead of post we 
save several days and in some occasions several weeks from the application processing. 
There has been contacts to other institutions and the negotiations with Sweden are still 
ongoing. Other institutions (e.g. Norway, Great Britain) have not been interested about 
this or it is not possible for the technically (not possible to use secured e-mail connection).  
 
There were also suggested that the sent SED-forms could be saved somewhere for future 
needs (e.g. annual checks) like we do currently with those that have been sent to Estonia. 
As mentioned earlier if the possibility e-mail SED-exchange comes to reality with Sweden 
we can do similarly as we currently do with those sent to Estonia. However, otherwise it is 
not possible; e.g. the form cannot be stored into network disc because there is an issue of 
the law of registering personal data (henkilörekisterilaki).  
 
Many respondents of the first questionnaire hoped that the English and Swedish cases 
would be centred to those that have good linguistic skills. This is something that we are 
going to implement and the managers will survey for the willingness to participate into do-
ing English or Swedish cases through work shifting in development conversations during 
spring 2016. After this implementation and guidance are made, probably during fall 2016. 
 
In addition we are still figuring out which is the best way of doing things: to close a case 
and create a new one or to change the specification of the case and continue with the 
same. The problem was here that if doing the closing option, that person receives more 
closed cases than that person that uses the latter option (these are matters that are fol-
lowed by the management), it also distorts the statistic as there is variation. Investigation 
about this is ongoing, and after knowing which is better, guidelines for all are given. 
 
Moreover there was the issue of the overlapping work done in the teams that handle the 
international family benefits and those that handle Finnish social security coverage as 
both do annual follow-up in certain cases to make sure the applicant still works in Finland. 
As a result of this, discussions have been held and there has been some changes in the 
process of the follow-up in Finnish social security about those that reside abroad so that 
the processes of international child benefit and Finnish social security would be more uni-
form. Other issues concerning this development suggestion are still under investigation; 
the follow-up of those foreign children that have been born in Finland but insured only for 
the first year and the follow-up of those that work in Finland and are not covered by Finn-




One major issue that was repeated both in the first questionnaire as well as in the work-
shop was that all international family benefits handlers should be able to solve Finnish so-
cial security coverage cases so that we can eliminate waiting time from some cases and 
handle the customer’s case as a whole. As a result of this, some trainings has been done 
and the aim is that all international family benefits handlers will be able to solve Finnish 
social security coverage cases in the future. At the moment 2/3 have been trained by April 
2016, the last 1/3 will be trained in fall 2016. 
 
Another major issue that was brought up was the issue of defects in guidelines/instruc-
tions or the fact that they are too scattered. The plan is that the managers and the experts 
will go through the guidelines in network disc and try to sort it into better: everybody’s help 
is needed and all should report suggestions and about defects in guidelines. 
 
In addition the following development suggestions are still under progress: 
 OIWA deleting reasons why cases have been waiting instead of just releasing 
them. We are trying to figure out why this is happening, it is necessary to contact 
IT (which is currently very busy and this is not a priority) 
 We have requested some changes into the indexing handbook as the following 
matter were missing from it and they cause us some problems; the documents 
should be divided correctly and the country codes of SED form registered in index-
ing. These issues will be instructed in the handbook the next time it will be up-
dated, probably fall 2016. 
 Several suggestions about changes in the phrases and decision templates were 
also forwarded to the unit responsible of them and all of these are currently still un-
der processing as they need to be checked with a lawyer before the implementa-
tion of them. 
 Some respondent of the first questionnaire felt that there are unclear, misleading 
and contradictory guidelines about single parent supplement and the comments of 
lawyers are confusing and better guidelines about it is needed. Examples of cases 
is required from the employees in order for this suggest to progress, however at 
this point not enough is received yet 
 The issue of OIWA's buttons not being activated when clicked is under investiga-
tion, a message has been forwarded to IT-person in charge 
 In addition the technical issues of “check the spouse information from an earlier 
stage” and doesn’t allow to continue and the issue that the system lets you do only 




Changes that will not or cannot be implemented 
There were some development suggestions that we were not able to implement for a cer-
tain reason, these are presented next.  
 
In the responses of the first questionnaire there were several wishes to have the possibil-
ity to change information electronically between all EU-countries or to have a common in-
formation system. Currently the EU-commission is testing the exchange of SED-forms 
electronically, however it is only going to be exchange of SED- forms and will not be the 
type of information exchange that we would need, so it will not serve us much. The neces-
sity for us would an information database where certain information could be seen in-
stantly and without sending the SED-forms. However, some of our wishes has been deliv-
ered to this project (EESSI-project) so that these wishes could be added to the oncoming 
RINA-system, which will be the system where the SED-form will be exchanged. The 
RINA-system will be adopted at the earliest in 2019. Testing of family benefits have been 
happening in 2015, into which we also took part. 
 
A problem of barriers to payments being left waiting for 6 months in a situation where cus-
tomer has been covered by Finnish social security while abroad and doesn’t notice Kela 
about return to Finland was also brought up in the questionnaire responses. However, it 
was realized that it is not a problem anymore, because the barriers are not repeated every 
month if left waiting as there was a change in the system in fall 2015. In addition a change 
in handling the Finnish social security might eliminate the problem wholly; automatic re-
turn is now registered when the return is already noticed beforehand. 
 
In the questionnaire responses there was some questioning of the necessity of asking for 
the municipal statement when underage child applies for the child benefit for themselves. 
This was checked and clarified to all that the necessity is based on law and needs to be 
asked.  
 
In addition on respondent wished that we would get two computer screens for everyone in 
order to make working much more fluent. There has been a Kela intranet article about it, 
however it is still under discussion regarding the organization as a whole and it is not pos-
sible for us to get them individually due to budget reasons. 
 
There was a question in the questionnaire responses about if it is absolutely necessary to 
ask a customer if he/she wishes to apply 6 months retrospectively (if there is a right) and 
why can't we just grant it? This has been discussed with the lawyers and the conclusion is 
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that it needs to be asked because the customer might have a reason (e.g. possible over-
payment in another country) why he /she has not applied from a date that he/she is eligi-
ble of. 
 
In addition in the questionnaire responses there was a wish that in some occasions the 
SED –form could be sent to another country before a decision of Finnish social security is 
made. The conclusion here is that the decision of social security needs to be done first, so 
that we don’t send a wrong message to another country, which might cause problems for 
them and for the customer. 
5.4 Halfway checkpoint 
In about halfway of the process, on 17.2.2016, there was a meeting held where the teams 
were told the current state of the process, what has been done and which development 
issues are still in the progress, who were responsible of the continued progress and what 
are the future steps. In addition there was a small assignment where the employees were 
asked to think of three question in small groups and share their thoughts to everybody. 
The questions and a summary of the responses based on the discussion during the meet-
ing below. 
1. What have you changed in your own ways of working as a result of LEAN-project? 
- The usage of OIWA has increased and the usage of CICS has decreased 
 there is less bouncing around and pointless usage of two systems  
more getting to know the customer and the full picture before just heading 
straight to solve the case (More doing as Kela’s model for solving the appli-
cations and the ideal process) 
- Additional clarifications from the customer are being requested through 
phone calls rather than with letters 
- Better comments are being written and more focus on the phrasing 
- The trusting towards the customer has increased and there is more cour-
age to put an end to the cases when necessary 
- The possibility for the employees to apply for the short personal identifica-
tion number themselves has made a big difference as the work is now 
more fluent and easier 
2. Are there still some phases in the process that could be classified as waste and do 
not bring value to the customer? 
- More using the phone instead of letters when additional clarifications from 
the customer is required; still too many letters are being sent whereas a 
phone call would have been a much faster way 
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- Even though there is a lot of improvement, usage of OIWA instead of CICS 
should be still improved 
- Sending the SED-forms, asking clarifications from another country, waiting 
for the decision of Finnish Centre for Pensions are all waste for the cus-
tomer as the customer wants the decision as fast as possible 
- There was a discussion about “cleaning-up” some possibly useless work 
from the customer’s information in OIWA 
- The fact that the customers fill out the applications forms incompletely or 
do not respond to additional inquiry requests causes delays and other 
problems in the application processing 
- The possibility to apply six month retrospectively should be added to the 
child benefit application form (as was represented in the development sug-
gestions) 
- The technical problems within Kela’s information systems as well as the 
phrases and letter templates should be fixed as was represented in the de-
velopment suggestions  
3. Would you still change some things in your way of working? 
- More phone could be used to request additional information from the cus-
tomer 
- There was pondering of using own work queue when sending a message 
to a customer where an answer is requested 
5.5 Follow-up, 2nd questionnaire 
The follow-up questionnaire (appendix 10) with the cover letter (appendix 9) was sent ap-
proximately six months after the first questionnaire in the end of April 2016 with the aim to 
inquire the effectiveness and adequacy of the changes made, but also to inquiry the feel-
ings of the employees. The questionnaire was a quantitative research, which was created 
technically with Webpropol, it contained total of five questions and it was sent as an email 
link to total of 26 employees that process the international child benefit applications. In be-
tween the first questionnaire and second questionnaire few employees had started a pa-
rental leave or had quitted their job and no new employees were hired. Total of 13 per-
sons answered to the follow-up questionnaire making the response rate 50 percent.  
5.5.1 Results of the follow-up, 2nd questionnaire 
In the first question the employees were questioned whether they felt that the Lean devel-
opment of international child benefit was beneficial. All respondents (100%, n=13) felt that 
the development with lean was beneficial. There was an opportunity to justify shortly one’s 
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answers and in the open answers the reasoning was for example that Lean development 
has improved the process in surprisingly many ways and as a result the process is now 
quicker, clearer and both customer and employee friendlier. In addition the respondents 
brought up that methods of work has been more unified since the development. Especially 
the change in the apply process for the short personal identification number was high-
lighted as three respondents mentioned it separately in the open answers. Furthermore, 
many mentioned that all employees that handle international child benefit could participate 
into the development of the processes, even though all could not participate to the work-
shop. All open answers of question 1 are in appendix 11. 
 
In the second question the employees were asked whether they felt that Lean develop-
ment had enhanced opportunities to influence one's own work. 77 percent (n=10) of the 
respondents felt that the opportunities to influence into own work had improved by means 
of the Lean development-project. On the other hand 33 percent (3=n) felt that no improve-
ment in such matter had happened. In this question, the respondent were also given the 
opportunity to justify shortly their answers. In the one argument for a no-answer, it was ex-
plained that Lean might have affected on the ability to be more courageous in ending 
cases and making decisions but in general the feeling was that there is no ability to affect 
to one’s work. In the open yes-answers many of the respondents thanked the possibility 
for all to participate into the development and the opportunity to bring out problem points 
and to give suggestions for improvement. The ability for all to affect has given the feeling 
that the employees are really listened instead of the orders and instructions just coming 
from the management, who might not have the common hand knowledge of the issues. It 
was also emphasized that the idea of continuous improvement has changed the atmos-
phere so that it is now easier to bring out the development suggestions and there is trust 
that something is done to them instead of just them to fall into oblivion. All open answers 
of question 2 are in appendix 11. 
 
In the third question it was asked if the respondents felt that their work had become more 
fluent through Lean-improvements. 92 percent (n=12) of the respondents felt that their 
work had become more fluent and 8 percent (n=1) felt that the Lean-improvements ha-
ven’t had any affect into the fluentness of the work. In addition to yes and no-answers 
there was also an option of “I don’t know any improvements that came through Lean” 
which was not chosen by any respondent and so we can conclude that all are familiar with 
the Lean improvements. 
 
As for the fourth question the employees were asked whether they would recommend 
Lean- development to other units or teams. 92 percent (n=12) of the respondents would 
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recommend and 8 percent (n=1) would not recommend Lean development to other units 
or teams. In the open no- answer it was argued that fluent working can be achieved with-
out Lean and therefore it was not recommended. Those who would recommend it ex-
plained their answers with the following arguments (translated from Finnish to English as 
closely as possible): 
 Good tool to make the processes more fluent 
 It is useful to go through the processes with the Lean-method. A lot of hid-
den defects can be found and all development suggestions are taken seri-
ously. In addition you learn to critically evaluate own working 
 Lean has been useful and many substantial changes has been achieved 
 You can find out if there are waste in practices or if people do resolve the 
cases very differently 
 The whole team takes part into the developments 
 It’s a chance to be heard and have an effect to the processes and practices 
of your benefit that you process  
 It is definitely useful for those benefits that have longish lead-time and have 
processes that consists of multiple phases 
 With Lean the useless work phases can be recognized and eliminated 
which reduces the lea-time and enhances practices also otherwise. This 
ultimately leads to better customer satisfaction. 
 New ways of working can be found that speeds up the conclusion making 
process 
 Critical evaluation of processes from time to time and the development of 
new practices is important 
 Also the other benefits may have processes that that take too much time 
and could be sped up  
 
The final question was optional where the respondents were asked if there would have 
been something more that they would have wished from the Lean-development or 
whether they have any other messages related to the matter. Three respondents an-
swered to the question with the following answers: 
- More courage is needed to make decisions e.g. making temporary deci-
sions with MISSOC-information when primary and secondary payer coun-
tries are clear and the information of the family is at hand 
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 MISSOC is The EU's Mutual Information System on Social Pro-
tection that provides information about the national social protec-
tion systems of all the 28 EU Member States plus Iceland, Liech-
tenstein, Norway and Switzerland (European commission 2016b) 
- There are always matters that come forward, however there is a feeling 
that the development is continuous. Great experience overall and it has 
been helpful in everyday work. Possibly wasn’t as ground-breaking as I first 
thought but as we went through the process, it was noticed that not all can 
be changed or done differently. 
- I want to request from the process owners, that more active contacting to 
foreign institutions is required and it would be good to have a list of all con-
tact persons of each country 
 
Out of 26 employees that the questionnaire was sent to, only 13 answered, making the re-
sponse rate to 50 percent. For the rest who did not answer to the questionnaire, we don’t 
know their feelings about the results of the development project. However, from the re-
sults of the second questionnaire we can draw a harsh conclusion that the employees felt 
that the development process was successful because all respondents felt that it was use-
ful and vast majority felt that their work had become more fluent as a result of the develop-
ments. In addition the fact that almost all would recommend Lean- development also for 
other teams and units gives us a push and bravery to continue with the same format into 




6 Discussion and Conclusions 
This chapter aims to assess the goals and results of the study and to propose future rec-
ommendations and possible suggestions for future research based on the results that 
were introduced in the previous chapter. In addition reflections of own learning are being 
presented at the end.  
6.1 Conclusions of results 
The purpose of this study was to find out ways to improve processes in international child 
benefit application processing, which was also the main research question. In addition the 
goal was to solve what are the major problems and obstacles in the processes resulting 
that the lead time in the international child benefit was so long and how & with what kinds 
of solutions and development suggestions the lead time could be reduced. Also about 
whether the law, other institutions or the information systems would be obstacles for the 
development of the processes and will the employees accept the improvement sugges-
tions into their working methods easily was an issue of pondering in the research sub-
questions.  
 
In addition to the previously mentioned research questions and aims, the organization it-
self also set goals in the beginning of the study for the reduction of lead time in interna-
tional child benefit. The short term goal for the lead time, which aimed to be evaluated six 
months after the beginning of the project, was set to be 70 days and a long term goal, to 
be reached in the next few years, of 50 days was also defined. The starting situation of 
the lead time of international child benefit applications was approximately 82 days (cumu-
lative average during April – September 2015). Because this thesis is published before the 
possibility to assess either of the goals set for the lead time, these results are not pre-
sented here. However, the development of the lead time through the statistics (lead time 
analysis) have been followed during this entire process and the results by far are promis-
ing. It is clear that the lead time has been taken a direction downwards as well as the time 
that the application spends waiting for documents or additional clarification and the time 
that the application spends in a state (possibly) ready for a decision (Kela 2016d). 
 
The chosen research methods supported the study well. By choosing both qualitative and 
quantitative methods gave the research depth that would have not been otherwise 
reached. The quantitative questionnaires allowed all employees that handle international 
child benefit to take part into the process and to bring out their opinions on the matter 
anonymously, whereas the qualitative workshop gave a more in-depth aspect as it was 
possible to have discussions and debates about the matters.  
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As a result of the study, we were able to change and eliminate many obstacles for fluent 
application processing from the international child benefit process as well as we managed 
to start the unification of the working methods with e.g. the ideal process. So definitely the 
study managed to find out ways to improve processes in international child benefit appli-
cation processing, to solve what are the major problems and obstacles in the and find so-
lutions and development suggestions so that the lead time can be reduced. 
 
Accordingly it was realized that there were many administrative activities done during the 
process that did not bring additional value to the customer; such as the process of apply-
ing the short personal identification number. Luckily we were able to change the process 
of applying the short personal identification number so that several days was decreased 
from the lead time. The employees have been thanking this change especially, and as 
mentioned earlier in this thesis this change made a difference for other teams too as it 
was used by other teams in Kela similarly.  
 
In addition to the process of applying the short personal identification number, there were 
some other matters too that benefitted also the other teams in Kela. As mentioned earlier, 
after the presentation of the ideal process that was drafted in the workshop to our own 
teams, the managers of social security teams and of one other benefits team (in Kela’s 
Centre of International Affairs) asked if the same matters could be gone through also with 
these teams. As a result, a meeting was held where all employees from these other teams 
were present and they were introduced the same matters about how to best proceed in 
order to understand the customers’ case wholly and to utilize the information in OIWA in a 
best way. Good feedback of this was received by word-of-mouth. 
 
One major issue that did come across from the study was the cooperation with the teams 
that handle the applications of the Finnish social security coverage applications. There 
were many issues that concerned the cooperation with these teams or otherwise the close 
connection of Finnish social security coverage and international child benefit. As a result, 
we managed to make quite a lot of changes and there were some process changes in the 
process of Finnish social security coverage as well. See the changes in appendix 8 and 
chapter 5.1.1. Also, as mentioned the aim is that all international family benefits handlers 
will be able to solve Finnish social security coverage cases in the future, at the moment 
2/3 have been trained by April 2016, the last 1/3 will be trained in fall 2016. This is a big 
change and will probably bring good results in the future. 
 
In addition many other changes took place that will probably payoff in the future, for exam-
ple changes in the application form, changes in the letter templates and phrase templates 
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(some still under progress) and the change in the way the barriers of payments are han-
dled. Furthermore there are many changes that are still under progress but will be soon 
implemented (appendix 8).  
 
I believe that developing the processes through lean ideology instead just traditional pro-
cess development has created a positive base for the employees. This because for a long 
time the trend has been just to “do more and more” with the current processes. Now they 
were given the ability to affect, they were listened and the development started with em-
phasizing that the aim is not to make them work harder with the existing process but to 
make the work easier by removing unnecessary activities (waste) and thus the productiv-
ity and quality would rise as a result by itself. As mentioned earlier in this thesis, employee 
engagement and involvement is important, as engaged employees are more committed to 
the organization, confident with their own working effort and prepared to deal with change 
in future. (Wheatley & Kellner-Rogers 1998; Aguirre & Alpern 2014) 
 
In addition I have confidence that we managed to create an atmosphere of trust and start 
of a culture of continuous improvement amongst the employees based on lean principles 
(Liker & Convis, 2012, 9-15), where all employees are not only willing to report problems 
but also actively taking part in solving them. This was also seen form the answers of the 
second questionnaire as many respondents answered feeling more courageous about 
bringing out development suggestions and informed to have more trust about that the is-
sues were taken seriously. 
 
All in all I consider that the study was successful, because as mentioned many issues 
were eliminated and a lot of changes for the better was made. Additionally the employee 
satisfaction for the results was excellent (results of the 2nd questionnaire). Also the fact 
that all the employees were very active during the process, the first questionnaire re-
sponse rate was an excellent 83 percent and the responses were really thought trough 
and a lot of issues were presented.  
 
In addition, despite of my own preconception also the changes were accepted really well 
without almost any change resistance. Only few comments and a bit resistance about cer-
tain issues were said but they were individually discussed with these employees and han-
dled in that manner. Also the fact that all respondents in the second questionnaire felt that 
lean development was useful and vast majority felt that their work had become more flu-
ent as a result of the developments proves that the implementation went as planned. In 
addition the fact that almost all would recommend Lean- development also for other teams 
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and units gives us a push and bravery to continue with the same format into other teams 
as well. 
6.2 Challenges of the study 
When discussing about the results of the study one need to also consider issues that 
might have affected to the end result. These challenges are presented in this chapter. 
 
During December 2015 – January 2016 when the development suggestions were fully 
started and ongoing there was a big organizational change in Kela (in January 2016) 
which caused some problems in implementing the development suggestions. The chal-
lenges resulted mainly because those people that were needed to help implementing 
some of the issues were either transferred to another positions or were otherwise quite 
employed because of the change. This is why some of the changes and some additional 
clarifications that was needed to implement some changes took a little bit longer than ex-
pected and some changes are still in the progress. 
 
In addition we received additional work by thousands of cases, because of a change in 
the amount of Estonian child benefit, which took a lot of resources from December 2015 
up to spring 2016. Even thought we were fully aware and prepared for this change, there 
were still some surprises that took us off-guard and gave us much additional work that 
needed immediate attention at the time. 
 
Furthermore, there has been some changes in the personnel and in the team’s part of this 
study. During this process few have left the company or taken some family or study leaves 
and no new employees were hired so this has resulted that the remaining employees 
needed to handle the same workload with less people. As a result we were a bit short-
handed as there was definitely lack of resources present. Because of the situation we 
have been forced to focus on to the core issues and therefore some lean issues may have 
been left a bit back especially during spring 2016. These issues might have had some-
thing to do with the implementation of the changes and the lead time. 
 
In addition Kela is such a large organization and in a ways quite bureaucratic as it is a 
strong line organization. The implementation of the changes was at some parts quite diffi-
cult and slow as the changes required interference and work of other people outside our 
own team. In addition some of the development suggestions were matters that were out of 
our hand, such as the suggestions about ETK-cases and the issues with the foreign insti-
tutions. However, we did also try to implement those but eventually the ultimate responsi-
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bility/ability to change these things lays with the foreign institutions, so we more thor-
oughly focused onto the development suggestions within our organization, the things we 
ourselves have the power to make a difference. 
 
In addition, the fact that Lean was implemented only into a certain team in a certain de-
partment makes it wonder if it will be enough/possible to sustain the made changes, as 
Lean has not been implemented throughout the whole organization and through all the 
support functions and the management as well. However, there has been previous Lean 
projects also as mentioned earlier and there have been discussions about continuing pro-
ject development through lean methods to other processes also.  
6.3 Recommendations and Suggestions for Further Research 
Based on the results of the research the process development in international child benefit 
needs to continue as many matters were still left under progress. Especially the issues 
that were mentioned by many respondents as a challenge or problem for fluent application 
processing needs to be carried out as good as possible. For example the issue of the 
scattered guidelines, issue of technical difficulties and the improvements for letter and 
phrase templates (see chapter 5.1.1 about the results of the first questionnaire). 
 
While the development of international child benefit processes has helped also the other 
international family benefits as their processes are quite similar and contain/contained 
similar kinds of activities, these processes might also benefit from process development. 
The need for process improvement in international homecare allowance was also men-
tioned by two respondents in the first questionnaire. Therefore implementing similar-type 
of process improvement also for international homecare allowance or for international pa-
rental benefits should be considered.  
 
However, even though most of the employees would recommend lean development to 
others and there have been initial discussions about continuing the development process 
also to other benefits and processes, an issue of resources needs to be considered. As 
mentioned earlier by choosing both qualitative and quantitative methods gave the re-
search depth that would have not been otherwise reached. However, even though it was 
beneficial without a doubt, the process of going through the responses from the first ques-
tionnaire was quite time consuming and the resources are scarce. Therefore the benefit of 
using both quantitative questionnaires and qualitative workshop when planning next pro-
cess development projects needs to be evaluated thoroughly and possibly the results of 
this study needs to be compared to other lean project results in Kela where only one 
method, e.g. workshop was used. In addition the fact that many employees emphasized 
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(2nd questionnaire) that it was a good thing that all were given the ability to affect to the 
development of the processes and they felt that their ability to affect to their own work had 
increased through lean development (chapter 5.5.1). This will have a direct effect on job 
satisfaction and needs also be considered when planning the possible next process devel-
opment projects.  
 
There was also verbal feedback from some of the employees that they valued the fact that 
the development process was so transparent, in a way that all were kept up-to-date of the 
development suggestions, the progression of them and there were persons named who 
were responsible of each matter. This most certainly needs to continue as it will also have 
an effect to employee’s overall satisfaction to their work. 
 
There is an aim to carry on the continuous improvement and this is certainly something 
that needs to maintained and checked at regular intervals in the future. Some plans for fol-
low-up monitoring about this lean development project has been set for spring 2017 and 
simultaneously an assessment of the continuous improvement could take place.  
6.4 Reflection of own learning 
When starting to choose a topic for the thesis I wanted to find a subject that was interest-
ing to me and that would preferably benefit my own work or be otherwise useful. Fortu-
nately I was given the opportunity to implement this process development project of inter-
national child benefit with lean tools to my own employer, Kela. Because I strongly be-
lieved that this would not only benefit my own work but also improve work as well as the 
working conditions of the team that I manage, helped me to pull this project through and 
also kept me motivated throughout the entire process.  
 
As the topic and the aim of the study was determined it was quite obvious of what would 
be the theoretical framework of the study. When starting to get to know the relevant litera-
ture I was fascinated by especially the issues related to Lean and I was really impressed 
by the lean methodology which made the reading process much easier. I didn’t have 
much knowledge of lean beforehand but I believe that I gained a good knowledge of it, 
with the other theory as well, during the thesis process.  
 
Through the process of writing this thesis I definitely learned about prioritising and time 
management by not only trying to fit my personal life with the process of writing the thesis 
but also time management at work as this project brought a lot of additional work for me 
on top of the normal matters. I guess in some aspect the amount of the development sug-
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gestions surprised us and at first it was a bit overwhelming and in a sense felt insurmount-
able. However, as the issues were delegated for appropriate persons and the developing 
really got off the ground the matters started to unravel.   
 
At points I found difficulties with the language of this thesis as the researches were con-
ducted in Finnish whereas this thesis is written in English and the language used in the 
answers of the questionnaires was quite a puzzle to translate. In addition I slightly strug-
gled to explain the issues related to international child benefit in the thesis so that they 
would be understandable by an outsider who has no knowledge about these matters.  
 
During the process of the thesis I was surprised how well the employees took part in the 
development process. This in addition to that we managed to improve a lot issues and 
that I have received such a good feedback from the employees has been unquestionably 
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Appendix 1. Cover letter of the 1st Questionnaire 
Hello! 
For the improvement of international child benefit processes and for the lean workshop, 
the opinions, experiences and development suggestions of all of those that handle the 
benefit are needed. The responses will be used when planning the Lean workshop. 
 
The results gained from the survey will be also used in my thesis that I am going to do re-
lated to my studies in Haaga-Helia University of Applied Sciences (DP in International 
Business Management, YAMK). The title of the thesis is improving international child ben-
efit processes with Lean method. 
I hope that all of you would answer to the following questionnaire with thought and to think 
about our processes and practices, so that it is possible to obtain the most benefit from 
the workshop and from the development of the processes. 
Your expertise in needed! 
 
All responses from the questionnaire will be treated fully anonymously and no individual 
respondent information cannot be identified.  
  
The questions of the survey can also be found from the attachments of this e-mail, so that 
you can view and think about the issues before answering to the actual questionnaire. 
Think about the processes from customer’s perspective; how different measures appear 
to the customer and do they bring value to the customer? 
 
  




I kindly request to answer to the survey at the latest on Thursday 22.10.2015.   
 
In case there are any questions or problems related to the questionnaire, you can contact 
me. 
 







Kela’s Centre of International Affairs 
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Appendix 6. Workshop: Ideal Process 
 
Picking up the 
case 






The know-how is in 
point 






Planning of the 
work shifts 
- The way 
things are 







Picking the case 
- As resources, 




- no other pick-
ing should be 
done 
 
Lock the cases (all 
cases of the same 
customer that can be 
done simultaneously) 
to own work queue 
Start with the service 
information display  
 
Summary-display 
- Summary and 
the tabs 







- If necessary; 
previous deci-
sions 








effects to other bene-
fits and if there is a 
possible right to ap-
ply something else 
 
Open the actual appli-
cation 
 






ters to CICS 
 
Do we have all the neces-
sary information available 
at KELA 
- Bank account num-
ber and BIC-code 
(register) 
- Contact via phone if 
possible 
The eligibility for the ben-
efit, Finnish social secu-
rity coverage 
- Order the short per-
sonal ID number 
- Send SED-form 
Put the case waiting into 
the common work queue 
 
Inform the customer 
about the sending of the 
SED-form (call) 
 
Comment the reasons 
why the case is left wait-
ing and lift it to the ser-
vice information display 
also  
 
The case is released from 
waiting, the necessary in-
formation gained 
- Check the summary 
lightly 
- Check the infor-









of the application 
before opening the 
actual form 
- Are there attach-
ment elsewhere? 
Open the Application 
- Do we have the nec-
essary information? 
- Take the information 
to the system 
- Send notification 
SED 
- Read the decision 














Appendix 8. Development suggestions table 
Changes that have been implemented 
Development suggestion What has been changed implementa-
tion 
English language should be used by 
us in all cases when there is infor-
mation exchange with other institu-
tions (SED), in order to avoid miscon-
ceptions 
Recommendation that English SED-
forms should be used when interact-









SED-forms that are sent to Poland 
could be sent to the head office and 
they could then forward them to the 
municipal offices (currently there is a 
wish from Poland that the SED-form 
are being sent directly to the munici-
pal office where the family resides) 
If there is a certainty of the municipal-
ity, then the SED should be sent to 
municipal office. If there is uncertainty, 









Ways to quicken up the process when 
waiting the social security decision of 
ETK (Finnish Centre for Pensions)? 
If customers’ income depends on the 
decision, ETK can be contacted and 
the decision making hurried. If this is 
not the case: no means available as 
ETK cannot rush the process other-
wise. In addition we can guide the 
customer to contact ETK and rush the 
process by themselves. 
Was dis-
cussed and 







• a letter template about the deduction 
of excess payment that has been 
formed in another country needs to 
formatted a lot 
•  a wish that a question about the 6 
month retrospective application dead-
line would added as a variable into 
• it was clarified to everyone that the 
purpose of the template is to use it 
through recovery-progress in CICS so 
that all the variable are available and 
the template doesn’t need so much 
formatting 
•  A variable about the 6 month retro-






the common additional information re-
quest template 
When a family moves to Finland, 
team that handle social security cov-
erage doesn't request for an E104-
form from the country of origin which 
is needed in family benefits. This re-
sults as time consuming cases when 
the decisions need to corrected after-
wards. Could this be changed? 
In the future the social security cover-
age-teams will request a E104-form 
from Estonia (from which the majority 
of immigrant come from) with secure 
e-mail connection, in the following 
cases: Person is moving to Finland 
from Estonia and is pregnant of has 




The issue that payment orders (mak-
suosoitus in Finnish ) need to be done 
with assignment orders in OIWA to 
payment services-unit, everyone 
should be able to do them by them-
selves can the form be deleted and 
done only with assignment order and 
a comment in OIWA? 
Was given the permission to do with-
out the form with assignment orders in 
OIWA with a comment that included 
same matters that the form. ADDI-
TION January 2016: The team can im-
plement the whole payment order pro-
cess by themselves (without the help 





The usage of temporary decisions 
(according EU-legislations) in cases 
that are clear? 









Registration of foreign social security 
numbers to CICS  









Should the cases be left waiting into 
general work queue or into one's per-
sonal work queue? 
If it is a tricky case, it can be left to 
wait into one's personal work queue, 
other cases only with malice afore-
thought. "Own work queue- days can-
not be granted all the time. Everyone 
Was dis-
cussed and 





is responsible of their own work queue 
by themselves.  
team/ Decem-
ber 2015 
Informing the customer about his/hers 
case's progression in Kela? 
The customer should be informed; pri-
mary method of contacting is by 
phone, secondary by message and 
the last mean is by letter. If customer 
is not reached with the first phone call 
(in these cases) one can send a mes-
sage or a letter. Everyone is responsi-









Selecting cases instead of picking in 
the way agreed 
Examples were brought up in a meet-
ing why this is not appropriate. In ad-
dition this will be followed in future as 
the managers do observing 
Was dis-
cussed and 





The service information display Examples were brought up in a meet-
ing and one person who uses OIWA 
and the service information display flu-
ently demonstrated to others the fluent 
use of them.  
Was dis-
cussed and 





Understanding the customer’s entire 
situation; Can we utilize all the infor-
mation that is available?  Registering 
the bank account number first hand, 
requesting all information at once etc.  
Examples were brought up in a meet-
ing and one person who uses OIWA 
and the service information box flu-
ently demonstrated to the others the 
fluent use of them. It was emphasized 
that it is crucial to get to know fully the 
customer's issue so that the matter is 
proceeded as fluently as possible and 
so that we avoid the defects. 
Was dis-
cussed and 





The waiting time a case is left to wait, 
what is sufficient? 
A child expected to be born should be 
left to wait 3 weeks after the due date, 





that the due date is necessary, so that 
the case is not available in the work 
queue prematurely (scanning delay 
needs to be concerned) 
2015 - Janu-
ary 2016 
The use of “vakuuttaminen ratkaistu 
(Finnish social security coverage 
solved)” in OIWA and the use of 
“*etuus (benefit)” so that the cases 
that involve both benefits can be more 
easier spotted from the other cases  
Both international family benefits 
teams and the social security cover-
age teams were reminded about the 





A wish that the customer service 
guidelines would be better so that 
they can request the needed infor-
mation and attachments also in inter-
national cases 
The instructions/guidelines have been 




The process to apply for the short 
personal identification number, can it 
be done without the form? 
The process of applying the short per-
sonal identification number has been 
changed so that the international fam-
ily benefit teams (and also some other 
teams that need this process both in 
Centre for International Affairs and 
else) can apply it for themselves with-
out the help of the team that previ-
ously did them centred and without 
the form. The training to do this has 





Barriers to payments; can the custom-
ers whole situation be handled and 
not just the barrier to payment? 
The guideline has been changed so 
that the whole situation and all cases 
of the customer are being handled as 
far as possible instead of just the bar-
rier of payment. The managers make 
sure that there are enough people to 
handle the cases so that they are still 
managed before due date. However, 






sense can be used if there are espe-
cially time consuming cases; the barri-
ers of payments still have a due date!  
If you can justify a decision, the case 
should be concluded and a decision 
given 
An objective is to find a common way. 
Examples are gathered and are being 
presented to all in meetings. The goal 
is to rush the process and to eliminate 
the unnecessary delays 
Was dis-
cussed and 







Feedback to customer service teams • The ability to send messages in E-
Service should be marketed actively 
to all customers 
• All contacts should be correctly at-
tached into right cases in OIWA 
• Hurrying up a case should be done 
with special notion 
• Being observant when customer 
contacts, in case there is somethings 
that has been requested from the cus-
tomer 
• Not taking call back requests in 
cases where the same matter have 
been explained with several call, mes-
sages or letter and all important is-
sues are written in comments 
• More courage to make assignments 
if there is a slight suggestion that 
something that the customer has told 
would have an effect to something 
• To be precise when accepting appli-
cations; making sure that all neces-
sary information is filled, especially 6 




date and the ability to apply multiple 
children increase 
Feedback to social security coverage 
teams 
• A wish to remind about commenting 
also about those cases that seem ob-
vious to those who handle Finnish so-
cial security coverage 
• There is a need to remind the teams 
of what cases bring out automatic im-
pulses in OIWA to international family 
benefits, so that they are more aware 
of the situation and do not trust the 
system in vain 
• Assignment orders to international 
family benefit should be created when 
a family from another EU-country 
moves follows a family member to Fin-
land. This would help to avoid excess 
payment from the other EU-country 
and eliminate a lot of unnecessary 
work from us, the foreign institution 
and the customer if it is notified in time 
• A suggestion that  Finnish social se-
curity coverage teams would register 
spouse information in cases where the 
spouse is insured in family reasons, 
so that the information is the already 
available in family benefits 
• Managers of family benefits and so-
cial security coverage teams should 
find a way to make the work shifts in a 
way that eliminates excessive waiting 
times and both go hand-in-hand as 









The use of info-SED's, can some in-
formation be sent without a SED form 
by e.g. requesting information with se-
cured e-mail? 
A discussion of the necessity of SED-
form in certain cases was held, exam-
ples are being gathered. Estonia has 




(e.g. additional to previous SED-
forms) via e-mail. In case there are 
problems, further negotiations with Es-
tonia can be held.   
Can we ask the other countries to use 
English when contacting us? (e.g. 
Germany, Greece, Poland) 
• A wish was presented in Institution 
negotiations, however cannot be re-
quested as all countries are able to 
use their own languages 
• We continue to use translation ser-
vices and the linguistic capabilities 
that our own personnel has 
• A wish of an English response in or-
der to rush the process can be added 




tions in March 
2016 
Applying child benefit via phone The teams have been trained to fill an 
application on behalf of the customer 




Problems in the application form Requested changes:  
• BIC-code for a bank account number 
• Foreign social security numbers of 
the whole family 
• The address of the family in the 
other country 
• Family relationships: a clear question 
whether or not the person has a 
spouse in another country and the 
reason for living separately. A ques-
tion of who is the child living with (we 
need to know if the child belongs to 




























Is it possible for the sent 
SED-forms be saved 
somewhere for future 
needs (annual checks) 
like we do currently with 
those that have been 
sent to Estonia? 
• Institution negotiations with Sweden ongo-
ing about the secured e-mail exchange of 
SED-forms. Otherwise it is not possible; e.g. 
the form cannot be stored into network disc 
because there is an issue of the law of regis-
tering personal data (henkilörekisterilaki) 
Fall 2016? Confi-
dential 
Possibility to send SED-
forms via secured e-mail 
and a list of contact per-
sons in other institutions 
would be formed so that 
you could call or email 
these persons in case 
additional clarification is 
needed. (e.g. Sweden, 
Norway, Poland, Great 
Britain) 
• Institution negotiations with Sweden ongo-
ing. Others not interested or is not possible 
technically (Norway & United Kingdom) 
• EESSI-directory is used, under investiga-











Letter templates • More variable to the template about the 
possible right to apply family benefits in two 
countries so that the letter is more easily for-
matted, the letter at its current state is not 
very usable as it assumes that we don’t 
know what the person in question is doing 
whereas usually we do know. In addition 
there is a need for a similar template for a 
situation where the child is not living in Fin-
land would be formed. 
• General wish was about the letter tem-
plates that they would be more customiza-
















could choose things that apply for the spe-
cific situation. 
Phrase and decision 
templates 
• A new phrase to a situation where a child 
moves abroad and the benefit is terminated 
• A new phrase about economic activity 
• Update of phrase where the child benefit 
has been terminated because the child does 
not have residence permit, e.g.:  “you cannot 
receive child benefit from child______, be-
cause the child is not covered by Finnish so-
cial security from __.__.____. The child does 
not have a valid residence permit. The 
child’s belonging to Finnish social security 









OIWA deleting reasons 
why cases have been 
waiting instead of just re-
leasing them 
Trying to figure out why this is happening, 
necessary to contact IT (which is currently 







Centring English and 
Swedish cases to those 
that have good linguistic 
skills 
The managers will survey for the willingness 
to participate into doing English or Swedish 
cases through work shifting in development 
conversations spring 2016. After this imple-
mentation and guidance are made.  
Fall 2016 Confi-
dential 
Which is the better way 
to do things: to close a 
case and create a new 
one or to change the 
specification of the case 
and continue with the 
same 
The problem was here that if doing the clos-
ing option, that person receives more closed 
cases than that person that uses the latter 
option, it also distorts the statistic as there is 
variation. Investigation about this is ongoing, 
and after knowing which is better, guidelines 





The guidelines of single 
parent supplement are 
misleading and contra-
dictory 
There are unclear, misleading and contradic-
tory guidelines about single parent supple-
ment and the comments of lawyers are con-
fusing. A better guidelines about it is 














The documents should 
be divided correctly and 
the country codes of 
SED form registered in 
indexing 
There is no guidelines about this in the in-
dexing handbook: a wish of adding these 












Overlapping work done 
in the teams that handle 
the international family 
benefits and those that 
handle Finnish social se-
curity coverage as both 
do annual follow-up in 
certain cases to make 
sure the applicant still 
works in Finland.  
There has been some changes in the pro-
cess of the follow-up in Finnish social secu-
rity about those that reside abroad. Other is-
sues concerning this development sugges-
tion are still under investigation; the follow-
up of those foreign children that have been 
born in Finland but insured only for the first 
year and the follow-up of those that work in 
Finland and are not covered by Finnish so-







All international family 
benefits handlers should 
be able to solve Finnish 
social security coverage 
cases 
The aim is that all international family bene-
fits handlers will be able to solve Finnish so-
cial security coverage cases. 2/3 have been 
trained by April 2016, the last 1/3 will be 
trained in Fall 2016. 
Last train-






Technical issues • “check the spouse information from an ear-
lier stage” and doesn’t let to continue 
• The issue that the system lets you do only 
one decision per day 
Both issues are under investigation 
Fall 2016 Confi-
dential 
OIWA's buttons are not 
activated when clicked 
Under investigation, A message has been 






structions or the fact that 
they are too scattered 
The managers and the experts will go 
through the guidelines in network disc and 





needed and all should report suggestions 
and about defects in guidelines.  
 
 
Changes not going to be implemented 
Development sugges-
tion 
Reason why is not implemented   
To have the possibility to 
change information elec-
tronically between all EU-
countries or to have a 
common information sys-
tem  
Currently the EU-commission is testing to 
change SED-form electronically, however it is 
only going to be exchange or SED- forms and 
will not be the type of information exchange 
that we would need, so it will not serve us 
much. Some of our wishes has been delivered 
to this project (EESSI-project) so that these 
wishes could be added to the oncoming RINA-
system. The RINA-system will be adopted at 
the earliest in 2019. Testing of family benefits 
have been happening in 2015, into which we 
also took part. 
Not possible to im-
plement in a way 
wanted, however 




Barriers to payments left 
waiting for 6 months in a 
situation where customer 
has been covered by 
Finnish social security 
while abroad and doesn’t 
notice Kela about return 
to Finland 
Not a big problem anymore, because the barri-
ers does not repeat every month if left waiting 
(change in the system in fall 2015). In addition 
a change in handling Finnish social security 
might eliminate the problem wholly; automatic 
return registered when already noticed before-
hand 
Not going to be 
implemented 
The necessity of munici-
pal statement when an 
underage child applies 
for the child benefit for 
themselves 
It is based on law and therefore must be done Not going to be 
implemented 
Two computer screens 
for everyone to make 
working much more flu-
ent 
There has been an intranet article about it, 
however it is still under discussion regarding 
the organization as a whole. Not possible for 
us to do individually due to budget reasons. 
Not implemented, 
however still under 
investigation in 
Kela as a whole 
  
104 
Is it necessary to ask a 
customer if he/she 
wishes to apply 6 months 
retrospectively (if there is 
a right), can't we just 
grant it? 
Needs to be asked; the customer might have a 
reason (e.g. possible overpayment in another 
country) why he /she has not applied from a 
date that he/she is eligible of. 
Not going to be 
implemented 
Sending SED -forms be-
fore a decision of Finnish 
social security is made 
The decision of social security needs to be 
done first so that we do not send a wrong mes-
sage to another country 









It has been nearly six months since the beginning of the process development for interna-
tional child benefit and the lean workshop and it is now time to review the results. 
 
In order to gain a better understanding about your experiences concerning the process 
development and the successfulness of the implementation of development suggestions, I 
kindly ask all of you to fill out a short end survey about the successfulness of the process 
development. The questionnaire is short and will take your time for maximum of few 
minutes 
 








I kindly request to answer to the survey at the latest on Friday 6.5.2016. 
  
In case you have any questions or problems related to the questionnaire you can contact 
me. 
  
Thank you all in advance! 
 











Appendix 11.  Open answers of 2nd Questionnaire 
1. Do you think that the Lean development of international child benefit was benefi-
cial?  Briefly explain. 
- Clarifies and quickens the processes 
- The process has been improved with surprisingly many ways 
- Applying the short personal identification number for family members 
abroad is new, doing customers case as a whole whenever possible, The 
consideration of economic activity/working has been unified in Finnish so-
cial security coverage and family benefits teams, contacting customers 
faster 
- Way of working have been unified slightly. There has been clarifications to 
the instructions. Discussions about working practices has been raised. 
- Unification of the ways of working has happened. A decision can be 
reached much faster now that you ca e.g. apply for the short personal ID 
number yourself 
- For example we can apply for the short personal identification number ou 
self, which quickens the application process 
- The process of child benefit and the ways of working have been made 
more customer and employee friendly 
- The problem points of the process have been made visible. All team mem-
bers have been able to take part even though they didn’t participate into 
the workshop  
- Many good changes has been made 
- Small changes into the practices (e.g. trusting the customer more) 
- The processes have been quickened 
- There has been a thorough pondering of the process of child benefit and 
some issues where found that could be quickened 
 
2. Do you think that Lean development has enhanced your opportunities to influence 
into your own work?  
Yes, how? Briefly explain. 
- Through the culture of constant development it is possible for all to present 
development suggestions and the suggestions are being dealt with instead 
of just them to be forgotten into somebody’s desk drawer 
- Now it’s much easier to bring out own opinions and questions 
- We were able to influence by ourselves, tell our opinions, how our work 
would be more fluent 
- There is a feeling that also we employees are listened. Instead for the 
guidelines and commands just being instructed by the management, where 
the might not be such a good experience of the cases in a common level  
- All has been given the opportunity to give development suggestions and to 
bring out problem points 
- We were allowed to participate into giving the development suggestions of 
which many have been implemented  
- The development suggestions of the employees were asked 
- You have been allowed to tell your own thoughts for improvement and de-
velopment 
- We have been thinking about the development of the process and the 
problem point both individually and as a group. You were given the oppor-
tunity to bring out your own opinions during this.  
No. Briefly explain. 
- It might have affected on the ability to be more courageous in ending cases 
and making decisions but in general no ability to affect into one’s work. 
